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Draft of new Strategic Plan in special pull-out section
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Volume xvn, Number 17
March 1,1994
1UThankyou for coming ... n
Yung Kim! Features Editor
President Bill Clinton came to Norwich on
Thu!Sday. to discuss his health care plan with
senror citizens. Area residents turned out in
droves to see him. Here he shakes hands with the
multitudes at the Groton Airport. See story, p. 7.
Conti gency funds targeted
to cover lost tuition revenue
BY APRIL ONDlS
News Editor
Lynn Brooks, vice president for '
finance, said the budget shortfall
which may result from low enroll-
ment rates is "only a projection."
According to Brooks, Connecti-
cut College has an enrollment 60
students smaller than was projected
when this year' budget was devel-
oped. This loss of revenue, he said,
will be at least partially offset by
investment earnings and unre-
stricted bequests to the college.
The college had projected ap-
proximately $1.4 million more from
tuition revenue than it received last
semester, Brooks said.
Brooks said that there is a possi-
bility that the college will need to
declare a deficit at the end of this
fiscal year. 'We had a lot more
small, unrestricted bequests last
year. This year, the number [of un-
restricted bequests thus far] didn't
jibe with where we thought we
were," said Brooks.
Last year, the college allocated
approximately $850,000 to this
year's budget as acontingency fund.
This was meant, according to
Brooks, to be available for offset-
ting "some of the unexpected costs
that arise each year." .
Last year, the college anticipated
a $1.5 million shortfall, caused
mainly by increases in health care
costs. To offset a potential deficit,
the Priorities, Planning, and Budget
Committee conducted a semester-
long budget restructuring process,
involving the entire college com-
munity.
Brooks said that about $750.000
of this would probably be used to
make up the revenue that had been
projected to come from the tuition
fees of the 60 expected students.
"We will get through this year
without disruption to academic or
community life on campus," said
Brooks.
Brooks said that the college will
do some restructuring this spring in
order to lower costs to offset the
potential shortfall. "We will look
carefully at every open position, at
equipment expenses, and at travel,"
said Brooks.
Claire Matthews, vice president
for planning and dean of admis-
sions, said that the college was not
aware of an enrollment shortfall
until August of this year. After
speaking to members of the Finan-
cial Aid Office, and checking with
theRegistrar to get the final number
for fall enrollment, she said she had
an indication that there was signifi-
cantly lowerstudentenrollmentthan
the college had anticipated.
Matthews said that the college
bases each year's budget on projec-
tions of variable factors, including
student enrollment. "We never
know what enrollment is at the col-
lege until after the add/drop period
each semester. Before that, you have
a budget number for enrollment
which is entirely speculative," said
Matthews.
Both Matthews and Brooks said
See Potential, p.5
Ad Fontes
Arsonist at large:
Four suspicious fires damage
College Center and Larrabee
BY AUSTIN JENKINS
The College Voice
In response to last week's fires in Larrabee and the
Coll~ge Center, Campus Safety has stepped up patrols
and IS locking academic buildings earlier than usual
each day. According to Catherine Wood-Brooks dean
of student life, these heightened security measures will
continue indefmitely.
Meanwhile, on Thursday, The Day, New London's
daily newspaper, reported that the cause of Tuesday's
fires was arson. The New London Police Department
and the New London Fire Department would not con-
firm this report or comment on any aspect of the on-
going investigation with The College Voice.
William Peabody, director of physical plant, said the
fires, which occurred at about noon on Tuesday, caused
between $70,000 and $100,000 damage to the College
Center's Return To College students' lounge and three
kitchenettes in Larrabee.
Just one week earlier. two smaller fireswere discov-
ered in women's bathrooms in the College Center and
in Blaustein, said Peabody. The community was not
alerted to these rues via voice-mail or a security alert.
"It wasn't a hidden agenda, it j"J!. wasn't sun as a
corniiJunlty alcn silUBtion. - ~ 'W"ooc:t.Brooks.
Fornow, anacademic buildings are locked by 11:30
p.m. arid Campus Safely records the names and ID
numbers of students who ask to remain in a building
after iris locked. Students are told not to let anyone else
inside. "!t's the honor code at its best," said
WoodBrooks.
The fires transformed Cro Boulevard into a chaotic
scene for about-two hours midday Tuesday. As evacu-
\
Rob Swnn.erlPhoto Editor
Flreft&hten bad to smasb. the w\m1o'Ws of the'l\."tC
louu&e to ~t at the blau inside on. Tuesda:,. "t'be\r
"'I/JIrlI1#opMIQUtn-,T.Ire.&ODb-JlHUted_~.r'''.W
$74rNJtT ~"""""llPl::nIP~~_ ~
ees and the curious gathered outside both buildings.
many unaware.ofthe nature ofrhe problem, the New
London Fire Department thundered onto campus in
three engines and two ladder trucks.
Two ambulances, a New London police officer, wid
the fire chief followed close behind. Fire hoses were
See Physical, p.6
Draft of new Strategic Plan released;
encourages input from community
"BY YUKI TEsSITORE
Associate News Editor
Aiming to guide the course of
Connecticut College over the next
five years, the new draft of the Stra-
tegic Plan moves into the second
phase of the pli1nning process.
Through the presentation of the
first draft in The College Voice, the
Strategic Planning Teams hopes to
gather feedback, criticism, and sug-
gestions for improvement
The framework of the plan con-
sists of "the vitality of academic
life, the building of diversity and
community, and the sustaining of
fmancialstrength ... and [is] broadly
representative of our community,
including faculty, students, admin-
istrative staff. alumni and trustees."
as stated in thel nrerimReport of the
Strategic Planning Teams and Pre-
liminary Draft of Proposals.
According to Roberto Ifill, pro-
gram associateon advising and plan-
ning and associate dean of the col-
lege, this document will be acting
as a "draft [which will be] just the
beginning or continuation of a dia-
logne [with the collegecommuniry].
Ifill is the liaison between the
three Strategic Planning Teams and
is the main author of the draft of the
plan.
Ifill said that the formal presenta-
tion of the plan will take place at the
next meeting of the Board of Trust-
ees on May 6. Until then, the draft
will undergo more revision in re-
sponse to students' reactions to the
plan.
In terms of a publicizing and ob-
taining feedback in addition to The
College Voice, Ifill said that the
college will proceed through three
methods: open forums, discussion
groups marie up of various mem-
bers of the college, and "focus-
groups."
Open forums will takeplace "pos-
sibly at a table at Cro for example ...
[we will do] whatever it takes to
talk so that the discussions are rep-
resentative of a diverse group [of
the college community]," said Ifill.
Second, Ifill said that it is neces-
sary for "members of various orga-
nizations and departments on cam-
pus such as the English department,
FSCC,MSSC ... [to gather together]
Seelllt~ p.5
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CONNThought
Students, it is your time to lead Be wary of global warming
.....• :.: .......•... :::> •.,:.
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The year is 2035. The midwest fann belt is experi-
encing the worst droughts in recorded history. Com-
plete desertification is spreading through regions that
once contained some of the most fertile soil in the
world. The domestic food supply is severely threat-
ened, and the hundreds of millions of people in foreign
countries who always relied on the "American Bread
Basket" for their basic survival have been completely
cut off. Millions are dying of starvation and diseases
related to malnutrition.
The Mississippi and other major rivers become giant
mud flats during the summer months, cutting of trade,
disrupting the n;UlJI'a1flow of sediment to the ocean,
and causing the extinction of thousands of species of
animals.
Super-hurricanes, unlike any the Earth has ever ex-
perienced, are frequent and devastating. 50% greater in
intensity and with winds up to 225 mph, these hurri-
canes ravage port cities like Boston, New York, and
Baltimore, causing mass destruction anddeath.,Weather
extremes such as heat waves, droughts and hurricanes
are frequent and intense.
The ocean level has risen four feet due to thermal
expansion and melting polar icecaps. Low lyingcoastal
areas are forever part of the ocean floor. Much of
Florida has disappeared. Islands such as the Maldives
off India, the Marshall Islands and the Caribbean Is-
lands have become like the mythical Atlantis, existing
only in our. memories. This loss of land surface has
created a new kind of refugee, along with the accompa-
nying homelessness, poverty, and death. 90% of us
wetlands are destroyed.
Global rainfall patterns have altered dramatically.
. The cost of restructuring US dams and irrigation sys-
tems is costing taxpayers between $7 billion and $23
billion. Worldwide, the cost is $200 billion.
Economic systems, highly dependent on. ecosys-
tems, are not able to adjust to the climatic changes and
are disrupted, causing unprecedented and incalculable
poverty and unemployment. Entire ecosystems are
dying because they are not able to keep' up with the
rapidly migrating temperature zones and millions of
plant and animal species go extinct. Structures such as
bridges, roads, and dams are not able to handle the
climatic stress and are in dangerous·disrepair. Saltwa-
ter has inundated our few remaining fresh water sup-
plies, making drinking water scarce forevery person on
earth. Insect pests, bacteria, and viruses thrive in the
warm weather and cause mass death from disease and
destruction of vital crops.
What I am describing are the very real effects of
global wanning. Climatic change is inevitable due to
the massive amounts of long lived chemicals and heat
retaining gases we have already poured into the atmo-
sphere for decades, but the gruesome world I have
described is avoidable. The difference between un-
precedented global disaster and manageable change is
a matter of what we do in the next decade. This is an
emergency' Ifwe do not start changing our ways today,
the horror story I have depicted will become a reality
for us and our children. I am pleading with you not to
take this lightly because we will all suffer horribly for
~ur gapathy. We all have the oower 10 mamtain a
livable world and we need to start takinz control of our
cornman future . today!
Here's what you can do:
•REDUCE! REUSE! RECYCLE! Theenergyneeded
to produce products such as paper and beverage cans is
invariably created by burning fossil fuels and emitting
atrnosphereharmfulgases. Landfills for domestic waste
areproducing iargeamountsofmethane through anaero-
bic decomposition. Methane as you could guess is one
more on the list of "bad" gases, so sending less trash to
the dump means emitting less on the rebound.
• Cut down on fossil fuel (BIG carbon dioxide emit-
ter) consumption. Unfortunately in the present state of
the world, it is nearly impossible to eliminate fossil
fuels entirely from our lives, but we can moderate our
use by driving our cars less (public transportation when
possible), saving energy by using less electricity (most
utilities run on coal or oil), and supporting renewable
~ sources as they start to take hold in our near
future.
• oppose deforestation of the worlds forests, espe-
cially.rain forests. Rain forests are among the most
productive ecosystems in the world, which naturally
makes them huge sinks for the excess carbon dioxide,
emitted into the atmosphere. In other words rain forests
are our natural nmteetion systems from global over-
heating. You can help save the rain forests by support-
ing your the Rain forest Action Network and CRAG
right here on campus. Boycott cattle products (Yes,
hamburgers included). Nearly every country from
Mexico to Brazil has undergone massive destruction of
forests in the interests of cattle production. Plant a tree
in your back yard at home. Ifwe all did this, the world's
tree population would increase by nearly five bi!!ion .
• Boycottchlorofluorocarbons (CFC' s). Dupont, pro-
ducer of chemicals, synthetic fabrics and an array of
other wonderfully synthetic doo-dads is the worlds
leading producer of CFC's (besides our own Space
Shuttle), and CFC's, of course, are very harmful to
stratospheric ozone. Buy natural fabrics like wool and
cotton over synthetics likeGortex andPoiar Fleece 500.
Stop spraying your underarms with atmospheric poi-
son-even if that spray can attractively advertises "No
CFC's" adorning a little picture of the globe, chances
are that the replacement for the gas in question is still
ozone degrading. Finally, if your parents are thinking of
getting a new fridge, make sure they either sell the old
fridge to another user or get the CFC containing freon
within properly disposed of SO it doesn't end up as part
of the problem.
The list goes on and on, but a solid start can be
initiated by' simply recognizing the fact that global
warming isn't one of those problems that can be rem-
edied upon arrival. The gases we are emitting now will
harm us in tin years, and the gases we emit tomorrow
in ten years and a day. Each person who contributes
their small amount to the problem is responsible for
contributing a small amount 10 the solution. Educate
yourself so your decisions are well founded. Recognize
VQll[ part in our global community. Emoower yourself
to preserve our "common ground."
Mark Lucey
Class ofl99S
Pete Esselman
Class ofl994
Correction:
The 1.1million dollar budgetshortfall is only potential' the eolle .
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CONNThoughtlViewpoint
n:;;o:;V'N:-:-:... :;""~>l();;'\>~-------Brooks Clarifies Budflet Issue:
'NANNA -rJl.,/ oro 1:1
'ORC\\ l.A~IIl%? LA~RA&EE. B d t ·~ --~'""'~ u ge gap IS only potential
~~~ utu,lodteVoke: budget
Last fall wewere aware and reponed 10 the community that
enrollment was at the lower end of the normal variation and
low~r than anticipaled in the budget Because we hav~ had
Significant variations from semester 10 semester ho .. ....,-.., wever. It
was not until early February that we mew the precise impact
for the whole year. Also, by that time we had a better idea of
the other variances in the budget 10 further guide our efforts
to address the situation, As of this date weare forecasling that
after taking the contingencies into account we may have a
shortfall in this year's budget of between 0.5% and 1.5%. We
are never sausfied with any amount of budget shortfall, and
WIllmake every effort 10 control expenses for the remainder
of the year to reduce the projected short fall. Some steps have
already been taken and further information on this effort will
be forthcoming next week.
At the same time, a key priority for PPBC is to work with
the community to develop a budget for 1994-95 that will
continue to enhance our academic programs and quality of
l~e on campus, while sustaining our progress toward strate-
gic goals. To accomplish this, PPBC will need the help of
every member of the college community. At its regular
meeung this weekend, the Board of Trustees will establish the
tuiuon Inc~easeand salary program for the 1994-95 budget
Once that ISdone, PPBC will have the necessary information
to share with thecommunity the available options and choices
that Will have 10 be made to achieve a baIanced 1994-95
budget It has always been PPBC's intention that the pr
d tifvi d ocess, en ymg an making these choices be both open and
egial, and as happened last year, the entire community
Ibe Involved.
Conn's new cheerleading squad:
New committee formed to
• ••Increase Institutional pride
A ne,,: college committee formed to foster a greater sense
of pnd~ in Connecticut College is seeking student members
to help uunate pilot projects that will increase school spirit.
The committee, approved by the college cabinet in Janu-
ary: WI~be responsible for initiating projects and reviewing
project Ideas brought forward from other students, alumni,
faculty and staff. The committee will have $25,000 at its
~'p0salto fund new grass-roots projects.
Connecticut College is a great place to be a student and~,~:n~um, but it seems like many people don't recognize
t, e p1ained Charlie Luce, the former director of athletics
who now works for the alumni association. He has spent the
last y~working Withan ad hoc"instirotional pride" student
comnn~ observing student culture and researching levels
of,~umm engagement in the college.w.~all sho~ld ~eel proud 10 call Connecticut College our
own~ L~e said, 'This committee will help us all see how
special this place really is."
Although now headed by Luce, the effort eo increase
institutional pride was initiated by students. Seniors Knute
Gregg, Jen Lapan, Chris McDaniel, Kerry Overton and
Esther Potter approached administrators last year because
they were concerned that srodents were not actively engaged
in major campus events.
Funding priorities for the committee will be projects that
will enhance institutional pride and increase alumni engage-
ment. Projects that instill a sel)Seof school spirit, broaden
. career services for undergraduates and alumni, and encour-
age alumni involvement in the college will get high priority.
Luce said about five students are needed to fill out the
committee, which also will include representatives from
faculty, staff and alumni. The committee will meet at least
quarterly.
"I need students who are proud of Connecticut College
and who understand how important it is for everyone to feel
the same way," Luce explained.
Proposals for grants from the committee should include a
slatement about the problem the project will address, a
detailed description of the project, a budget, the results
expected, a timetable for implementation, a list of key
personnel and plans for cooperation with other college
organizations. Application deadline is April 25. Grants will
be awarded June I.
Students should call Luce at extension 2649 for more
infonnation.
Joe Sllvestri
Associate Director for Public Information
In your current issue, a potential shortfall in this year's
college budget is the subject of a front-page story and edito-
rial. These pieces highlight the difficulty we face in working
Withcurrent year budget ISSueSat the same time aswe develop
the budget for next year. The purpose of this letter is to clarify
the processes followed and the role of PPBC in an effort to
aVOIdany nnsleading conclusions that could be drawn with-
out a clear picture of the processes and responsibility.
Most .unportaIU,and contrary 10 The Voice's headline, the
college ISnot facing a financial emergency or crisis. It is true
that total enrollment is down this year. It is also true that total
current enrollment is at the lower end of the normal van ti
when the rate of tuition increases is being lowered, and when
other.expenses such as health insurance costs are higher than
anticipated, there are significant pressures on the college
budget.
During the preparation of the 1993-4 budget, PPBC led the
cornmurnty through a major restructuring process, which
began m February, 1993. The main purposes of this exercise
were 10 shift resources from non-core to core areas and to
Increase reserves for contingencies in anticipation of:unex-
peeled and unpredictable events. Fortunately, we were able to
accomplish both goals as the budget restructured a total of
$1.3 million and contained more reserves for contingencies
than any budget in recent memory. This process highlights
the major budgeting role of the PPBC: 10 prepare and
recommend a balanced budget 10 the administration based on
:ameters adopted by the Board of Trustees, i.e., tuition
rease and salary program. Once the budget is adopted
PPBC's role is completed and the management of the budge;
bec~mes the responsibility of the administration. PPBC then
begins the process.of developing the next years budget. PPBC
IS currently working on recommendations for the 1994-95
Lynn Alan Brooks
Vice President for Finance
SGA to vote on estabUsnment ot \\\\0\ \\to~tam
Ifpassed, new program willprovit:ltf! HonorCoo'e ao'v/so/:s /Or ~ who l'Jr.as· t'iSl6I-a;oJ.&=:I:liJv
This coming Thursday. one of the evidence. and assist them in preparing a Board -handbook is slightly less enter-
most significant proposals of the year written and verbal statemenL raining than a keg parry. For wharever
will be voled on by the SGA. This Presently, a student appearing before reason, students are not getling the in-
proposal will dramatically improve the !be Board has the option of reading their fonnation they need to best prepare for a
rights of students appearing before the handbook or of contacting the J-Board J-Board hearing. Thursday night's pro-
Judiciary Board by giving them posal can solve that problem.
the opportunity to discuss their One final, and key, part of
cases with highly screened and this proposal is that it is a pilot
extensively trained advisors 'The advisor will inform them of their program. We've proposed it as
prior to their hearing. such so that we can evaluate the
If the proposal passes, the Ad rights, familiarize them with J-Board program's strengths and weak-
HocHonorCodeCommitteewill nesses. The entire program will
immediately begin the selection procedure, help them more automatically expire at the end
and training of a corps of advi- of this academic year unless the
sors. Within a month, every stu- thoroughly gather evidence, and SGA votes to extend the pilot
dent scheduled to appear before period or establish a pennanent
the Boardas an accused, accuser assist them in preparing a written and corps of advisors.
orwimess will be given a list of We urge you to discuss
the names and numbers of these verbal statement.' the proposal with your
advisors. They will then have SenalOr,or ifyouhave any ques-
the option of contacting one of tions, 10 call uS (Sara x3604,
theadvisors 10confidential1ydis- Deirdre x3615) or any other
cuss the details of their case. They may Coordinator. In our experience. srodents member of the Ad Hoc Honor Code
not reveal the names of any of the rarely call the Coordinator or read Committee.'-'--"-'---------
people involved in their case. The ad- their handbook. This may be because the
visor will inform them of their rights, Coordinator isamembet of the Judiciary
familiarize them with J·Board proce- Board and participates in deliberations.
dure, help them more thoroughly gather It may also be because reading the J-
Sara Spoonbelm
Deirdre HennesSey
Class or 1995
The Happy/Ugly Walls:
~Smithcensorship not necessarily just a case of miscommunication
schedule an appointment to speak with Presi-
dent Gaudiani, but her calendar seems 10 be
full. Unable to speak 10an administralOr who
is fully conversant in school poticy, I defer 10
the press. I am "bitching about what I
don't like" because asking "why it is bow it
is" eticiled no response. Students should not
be afraid 10 voice their opinions and con-
cerns.
Letter to the Voke:
I must thank Tamara Scheinfeld for re-
sponding 10 my recent editorial concerning
an incident of artistic censorship in Smith. I
agree with her statement that "all too often,
communication on this campus breaks
down" _ clearly the creators of the Happy/
Ugly Walls and the dorm's maintenance staff
failed to communicate with one another.
While she defended the position of the
staff, Ms. Scheinfeld did not, in her article,
address the perspective of the students in-
volved. Sbe asserts that students should ques-
tion actions thal disUlrb them or policies they
do not understand. When my friend was or-
dered to dismantle the collage, he asked the
custodian a simple and rational quostion:
"why?" This student, instead of an explana-
tion, received a reiteration of the option 10
either remove the Happy and Ugly pictures
from the walls of the hallway or pay a $50
ftlle.
I have carefully examined the walls that
wereonce covered with theHappy/U glywalls,
and have not found a trace of writing. Ihave
spoken with some Smith residents, none of
whom are aware of any comments concern-
ing the collage ever having been written on
the walls of the hallway. The only comments
Iam aware of concerning the murals were
posled after the Walls had been dismantled:
signs of protest and neatly typed essays on
our Constirotional freedom of speech were
taped to the wall. Someone promptly re-
moved these posters and signs.
I have been nying for several weeks to
Meredith Kasten
Class orI997
~_ .... __ ~~ .••• ~. ... •• _.--_ ••.• ~A_"" "" ·~--··_----~-- -----.;.- --~.--- ••.
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News
Interim draft of the new Strategic Plan: • k s to publicity
Ifill says focus groups, open meetmgs ~~ TIm'~." also require smden ..
race, ethnidty, religIon "' and theon h we obtain personal computers in order "to 80-
obtain diverse pomts of VIeW.[Alth ~_ tively participate in technological expansion
areinatimeoflisca1streSS],asfaras ffwith and innovation."
ing our turf: we need to make a ua::e" ood The proposal from academic team also
value judgment .., if one [student] ~ ~ust involves SGA participation as far asconduct-
work, it won't matter ~ciall~.[ ~t the ing a study of how students engage in aca-
set priorities as a comm"uo,ty an a demic work and how activities can become
students] that we want. hall 'f the main more c enging.
According to the draft. ,one °d D' ity Saveena Dhall, SGA president, said that
initiatives of the Community an oortf this idea should go into effect once the Stra-
team is establishing the necessary SUPpoCrth~~ tezicPlan is implemented. but isonly a drafted
••• sed Center for CommunIty 0'.
~~ propo , ~ collabora- proposal nght now.
Ienges, a plan "deSIgned to oster New Lon- However, if pursued, "it will either be a
tion between the College and the eater ar- study or survey ... [facilitated by] housesena-
don commumty: to enco~ge gre naI p _ tors in dorms, The GeneraI Education discus-
ticipation in national and mtemauo, lun sions are an example of this type of study. A
vice programs, and to develop a curnc~ ~: couple of years ago, SGA challenged the
that incorporates service learmng an , EPC with the fact their studies were not as
prinCiplesofeffectiveco:?mun,tyleadersh,p challenging as they could be. [Conducting
both on and off campus. d th the survey] will definitely be more concrete
Ifillsaid that this center would broa en e, ed] t " said Dhall
' aff ting [if pursu nex year. .
"distinctiveness of the college, in. ':" In terms of the future, the PPBC encour-
agents of change, an~ lead~rs '~k~:;;l~~~:ages suggestions and opinions from the com-
We're not Just domg good -ard ,: id Ifrll munity. According to the Interim Reporl of
ally pushmg the agenda f~rw; , s;;: draf; the Strategic Planning Teams and Prelimi-
d In tebednDs'?~~:::IC:::~nte:r'an e·Aca_ nary Draft of Proposals, with the prmakesenta-escn . 'of this plan "we are here to· e a
demic Technology Laboratory' for teachin
l
g, uon~ nd and distinct difference in the lives
h and creative work by both facu ty pro ou " th
::dents that will include physical facili- of those who join ourcommumty [::"d] 10 e
ties, support staff, equipment, and software." lives of those whom they contact.
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C".;"".;J fr- pJ
to see whether people have common con-
cerns."
Ifill said thai !be college will also proceed
througb "focus groups" (110 more than SIX
gro<.,s with eighi to teD people) ~hieh "will
create a more intensive discussica than an
open forum." . , ' '
A facililator will parncrpate WIthvanous
groups by preparing questions to spur discus-
sion. These questions will include opuuons
about the state of the college, whether the
Strategic Plan is responsive to the
community's concerns, and what will be
needed to change and reform the plan.
Ifill said the teams and the administration,
"hope that the team members' disc~ssion~
will ascertain feelings and Ideas to mingle,
and process in order to respond effectively to
the community's concerns. He also hopes
that all three methods will accurately "repre-
sent all of the faculty and student's opinions
and critical issues," said Ifill,
"We want to talk to people not generally
consulted ... and focus on the community and
their decisions and actually go beyond their
decisions .., whether it take place in dining
hails, classrooms, you name it. Through pre-
sentation and implementation, we hope to
obtain the community 's aspirations and tackle
the plan throughout the process," said Ifill.
Ifillexplained his definition of ownership
as it applies to the review of !be draft of the
Ian "()wnership means that you own andP . This means
beIoog to thecoUegecommunity, . ..
intense discussions. and notjustleavmg Itm
the room, but engaging others in g~vernance.
This [p'ocess becomeS a) educanonaI pr0-
cess, one of mutual education in exchanging
ideas." .
10 terms of the key points of the Strategic
PI Ifill said that through the division ofan. .
issues of academics, finance, and co~uruty
and diversity, each section proceeds 10 pre-
senting an evaluation of past reforms and
furore initiatives,
10 dealing with fiscal stress. "[Our] fiscal
growth lasted for five years. [but during that
time] wehadgoodmanagementandachieved
progress through endowments. However,
our reach now exceeds our grasp [so that] we
must worry year to year about our budgets,"
said Ifill,
Ifill added that "we need a better balance of
fIScal management and to not depend on
tuition revenues, but to increase, that is, double
our endowment"
Iml also said that "managing the costs will
make jobs betterand productivity (in tenDsof
technology) work even smarter." , ,
In tenDS of the community and diversrty
issues, Iml sees "challenges ahead in gender,
MQTch 1. 1994 n. CoJleCe Voice
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Trustees set lowest tuition rate increase in 20 years
Potential budget shortfall not covered up,
says Matthews; difficult year was anticipated
budget," said Matthews.
Brooks said with the exception of
the money set aside for contingen-
cies, the college's budget is not
very flexible. "Our budget is domi-
nated by personnel costs-salaries,
wages, and fringes (such as health
care benefits)," said Brooks.
Because the flexible part of the
budget is fairly small, Brooks said
that the college has bad to learn to
"build in" flexibility through 1he
contingency, orthecollege will have
a poIIendal shortfall.
Although BlOOks acknowledged
that many colleges and universities
are experiencing lOughereconomic
times, he sees the potential short-
falls of this year and lastas "aberra-
tionsratherthan trends." But Brooks
said that the college will continue to
"be conservative, and plan on lower
enrollment" so that budget short-
falls will be easier to avoid.
BY APRiL <>NoIs
News Editor
In keeping with the rising cost of
living and other external economic
factors, the Board of Trustees voted
for an increase in the tuition rate
lower than any increase in the past
twenty years, according to a press
release from the Office. of College
Relations.
John Evans, chair of the Board of
Trustees, said that with a lower in-
crease in the tuition rates. an in-
crease in financial aid, the contin-
ued growth of health care costs, and
continuedlowerenrollment.thecol-
lege will be required to cut costs
even further.
Tuition for room, board, and fees
for the 1994-1995 academic year
will be $25,250, a 4.5 Percent in-
Conlnuedfrom p.l
information about the potential
shortfall had not been made avail-
able to the community as a whole
and there had not been an attempt to
conceal the fact that there was a
lower rate of enrollment and the
effects a shortfall would have on
this year's budget
"There was no intention of keep-
ing that secret at all. We were just
keeping people posted. Until we
.knew what the real number was or
what the budget implications were,
why be alarmist? Why cause people
to be con<;erned? But it was not
intended not to be general knowl-
edge," said Matthews.
Matthews said thatRobertHamP-
ton, dean of the college, made a
report on enrollment to the faculty.
However, according to Saveena
Dhall, SGA president and PPBC
member, no such presenlation was
crease over this year's tuition.
"The Board understands that this
decision has a direct impact college
budgets for the next several years.
Lower tuition increases and in-
creased financial aid mean a much
tighter belt, Wemustkeepreducing
spending in some areas to make
sure Connecticut College expands
its academic quality and remains an
option for qualified students regard-
less offamily income," said Evans.
The college will increase the
amount of financial aid money it
has to offer by $500,000. The in-
crease is seven/tenths of a percent
greater than last year's increase.
Evans said that increasing finan-
cial aid is critical to maintaining
socio-economic diversity on cam-
pus.Currently 52 percent of the stu-
dent body receives some form of
made to the Student Government
Association, or to other student
groups.
Matthews said that one reason
why the college had not released
information to the community at
large about the potential shortfall,
although it done so last year, was
that this year's projected shortfall is
not thought to be as critical. 'The
problem this year isn't of the same
magnitude," said Matthews.
Matthews said thatthePPBC was
aware during the restruclUring pr0-
cess last year that this would be ,
difficult year as far as the budget
was concerned.
"Not only was there a shortfall
last year, but we also knew we
weren't going to be raising tuition
as much as we would like to in
terms of creating a budget That
whole restructuring effort was an
effort to cut costs for this year's
financial aid from the college's $7
million fmancial aid budget
The Board announced that the
college will support the increase in
financialaid resourcesand thelower
increase in tuition through "cost
savings" and "increased
fundraising. "
According to a press release,
members of the Priorities, Planning,
and Budget Committee informed
the Board that the Committee in-
tends to continue with last spring's
budget restructuring process. Ac-
cording to Lynn Brooks, vice presi-
dent for finance, the community-
wide budget restructuring efforts
which took place last spring saved
the college approximately $1.3 mil-
lion.
The Board announced that it had
accepIed the following gifts to the
college: $500,000 from an alumna certain academic areas will receive
fora term chair, a$I25,oooendow- new spending, including attracting
ment for music depanrnent, and a and retaining "top" faculty mem-
contribution from the David Gar- hers, and creating new academic
don Hanes Foundation providing opportunities.
interdisciplinary ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
research oppor- <kstudy four years ago showed
tunities through
the purchase of that, while staff salaries are com-
electronic data-
bases, petitive,faculty salaries were sub-
Despite the
recommenda- stantially below the midpoint of our
tionofthePPBC peer comparison group,'
to defer the
move until next - John Evans,
year, the Board chair of the Board of Trustees
voIed to fund the _~~;;;';~~~;;;;;~~~~i;iii:i;;;;;;===
fmalyearofitsplantoclosethegap "Over the past year, the college
between Connecticut College fac- community has shown its mettle by .
ulty salaries, and those of facuJty making and accepting the tough
members at other institutions. said decisions that were necessary to cut
the press release. spending in order to preserve and
"A study four years ago showed bolster our strengths. That effort
that, while staff salaries are com- must continue. The Board has con-
petitive, faculty salaries were sub- fidence that the faculty, students,
stantially below the midpoint of andslaffwillkeepworldngtogether
our peer comparison group," said to achieve these goals and make
Evans. choices that will lead to long-term
Despite the funding the gapclos- financial slability forthe entire col- .
ing, the Board voIed against across- lege community. Make no mistake,
the-board salary increases for fac- these efforts are critical to Con-
ulty and staff members this year as necticut College remaining a pre-
a means of controlling costs. mier natioual Iiheral arts college,"
Lynn Brooks, vice president for said Evans.
finance, said that this is part of the The following four facull)l mem-
continuing the "effort to hold down bees were promoted by the Board.
tuition increases. 'Provide more accordingUla'pteSSre\ease:Haro\d
scholarships.strengthenom aca- lu\iwas1J[Omotr4~~\O
demic programs and provide.1he full professor. FratlctS Sm.e\ds was
long-term stabjJjty and security for promoted from adjunct _assistanl
die staff that conu:s boIn barings ~IOSlQUDCI ~
strong institution. "' feasor. Doug~ Roberts ~ pro-
However the Board voted to set mored from adjunct assDCUIte pro-
aside $)00,000 to recognize out- fessor to adjunct professor, and
standing performance among staff AnneParmenterwasJllll?l0Iedfrom
be adiunct professor to adjunct assis-mem rs. 'J
The Board also announced that tant professor.
Kaplan LSAT course ON CAMPUS.
CLASSES BEGIN APRIL 6
STUDY WITH THE COUNTRY'S LEADING
LSAT PREP. ORGANIZATION
IT WORKS!!!
-ON CAMPUS STUDY LmRARY
LIVE CLASSES TOUGHT BY EXPERTS ON THE TEST .
-HOME STUDY BOOKS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE MCAT
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GETfINGREADYNQW. TAKINGOCTOBERS EXAM? BEGIN
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AS YOU NEED, ~" • n.~ .
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Physical Plant cleans up
after fires; community back
to normal on Wednesday
C""'u-4 from p.l
threaded between cars, melting snowbanks.
and onlookers,
Smoke billowed and several students
hooted approvingly as a firefighter attacked
the RTC lounge from the outside. smashing
windows and ripping out venetian blinds.
A first-year student assisted a physical
plant mechanic and a campus safety officer
put out the flres in Larrabee before the fire
department arrived.
All four blazes were extinguished quickly,
Water and smoke accounted for most of the
damage. Both buildings and KB. which is on
the same aJarm system as Larrabee. were
closed for several hours following the fires
while state and' local fire officials investi-
gated the blazes.
Freshman Jake Marin was returning to his
room on the third floor of Larrabee when he
Rob SU17I/I.erlPhotoEditor
Jon Finntmore, publisher of The College
Voice, points out tbe fire damage to the wall
in the RTC lounge in the College Center.
smelled smoke on the second floor, "In the
kitchenette was a whole big recycling bag
filled with paper and magazines sitting on the
burners and the burners were on. The bag was
kind of smoldering. I stomped it out and
opened some windows," said Marin. .
After-the building was evacuated. Marin
re-entered the building with a campus safety
officer to show him what had happened.
Acting on another student's tip, they found a
similar scene on the fourth floor.
"We ran up to the fourth floor and there was 'd th vices explained the process. "You've got to
the same thing. Both burners were on and a giving blood in the College Center an e
d it id there's been an soak up the water before it seeps into thesponge was on one and a folded up paper bag aJarm c.an:~ on an . I. sat
was on the other and it was pretty much 'adversity 10the building. There werepeople walls and the electrical system and carpets.
lderi " id Marin' with actual needles 10 their arms when this Then we'll shampoo the carpets to get the
smo enng. S3l . . II "
On the third floor they found the kitchen- • happened." smoky sme out
ette fully engulfed in flames. "We got down Most of the damage to the RTC lounge and The clean-up operation was so successful
there and we turned the corner and 1realized the College Center was caused by water from the College Center was re-open"? Wedoes-
this one was way out of control compared to the sprinlder system. Water poured through day morning. Except for some missing ceil-
the other ones. At that point we jumped back the ceiling onto the first floor damaging ~ ing tiles and a smoky odor, there was linle
and the officer said 'get out of here' and he estimated $1.000 worth of merchandise in sign of the previous day's calamity. Peabody
yelled on his radio for help to put it out and 1 the convenience store. The. store remained praised his staff for a job well done. "The
started down the stairs," said Marin. closed until Thursday mornmg. clean-up effort was amazing," he said.
Pat Schafter, a physical plant mechanic, Inthepostoffice,rnailwashurriedlycarted Some seniors said these fires reminded
turned off the circuit breaker tothe burner and out the back door and tarpaulins were placed them of freshman year when a student pulled
used a fire extinguisher to help put out the over equipment and furniture, In the midst of seventeen fire alarms in a two week period,
third floor fire. the mail evacuation postal assls~t:am and then set a fire.
In the College Center, an automated voice, Bagwell shook her head and said, QUIte a "It reminds meof freshman year in terms of
part of a sophisticated alarm system installed mess in this beautiful building." how threatened people feel," said Larrabee
during last years' renovation, directed the Smoke accounted for most of the damage resident Melinda Caroline, a senior.
building's occupants to evacuate through the to Larrabee said Physical Plant fire safety Larrabeehousefellow Hi1ary West said she
nearestexit. mechanicRogerFortier."Tberes notalotof thinks her residents were especially wary
But. according toMark Hoffman. manager damage.A hotplate was destroyed anda little Tuesday night and Wednesday. "They've
of the College Center and coordinator of bit of thewalls are blackened in the common been very cautious. especially W~esday. I
student activities. few took the alarm seri- rooms. It's smoky up there." He added, "I think as time goes on, people will become
ously. . think we have a fire bug in our midst." more relaxed," she said.
"It's sad that it took people as long as it did Physical Plant and custodial staff rallied to Tuesday night following the fires, New
to react. Even when we were saying it was save the recently renovated College Center London Police were called to campus be-
real most people weren't treating it seriously. from further damage. Using sump pumps, cause a fake Molotov Cocktail was found in
You always have to assume there's a fire waterextractors,andsqueegees)heysopped front of Smith Housefellow Sarah SUIIO'S
when you hear aJarms; that's why we have up water which had leaked through to the first door. According to Sutro, the bottle con-
these elaborate systems," said Hoffman. floor and into offices along the second floor lained tea and the student who placed it in
Junior Kim Conniff was at the blood drive wing where the RTC lounge is located. front of her door said he was just playing a
when the alarm sounded. "I just finished Jim Anderson, sUrpe:..:.:.rv;..:is:.o::r..:o::f..:c=uS::t:.odi=·=al::se:::..r-_~jo::k=e::.. -,
•
Purple, Boyz n' the Hood, and Cry
Freedom were offered to the Col-
lege. Lectures were also scattered
throughout the month of February,
given by such prominent speakers
as Dr. Raouf Mama, Professor of
EnglishatEasternConnecticutState
University and Tyrone Fenlnance,
professor of economics atConnecti-
cut College. A Closing Ceremony
and Reception were held on Febru-
ary 28 at 8 p.m. in the Unity House.
The co-chairmen of Black His-
tory Month, sophomores Naribe
Holden and Curtis Rogers, were
kept busy throughout the month with
as many as four events to organize
and run each week. Holden ex-
plained, "We feel that this is a time
when people can learn about other
people and other cultures." Rogers
agreed. stating, "Black History
Month is a time when Conn should
come together and celebrate diver-
sity,"
Holden felt that the success of
Black History Month was not only
dependent on UMOJAbutonacam-
pus-wide support system as well.
Holden added, "There could have
[:;...."'-"'WIi!PPsiliiii'!iSNVtriiiW_.: _
Ywzg KimlFeatuus Editor
After the fires were extingulsbed, the firemen gathered their equipment and passed on the Job
to the cleaning crews.
Community celebrates diversity and
understanding during Black History Month
BY CARRA GAMBERDEll.A
Th£ College Voice
Films, lectures, dinners, art and
music were the hallmarks of Con-
necticut College's celebration of
Black History Month. Throughout
the month of February, UMOJ A
sponsored events ranging from a
campus-wide soul food dinner, to
an African storyteller to Unity
House parties. hoping to make the
college community aware of the
role that African-Americans play in
our college and in our world.
With the African-American Art
display of Connecticut College
grnduateAlphonso Thompson. '80,
decorating the walls, and the music
of the Conn Chords, the Schwiffs,
and the Unity Gospel Choir echo-
ing throughout the cafe. Black His-
tory Month began on February. Ist
with the Opening Ceremony in the
Coffee Ground.
Jane Glover. the mayor of New
London, kicked off the celebration
by speaking of the importance of
racial awareness. Throughout the
month, movies such as The Color
been much more campus support.
It is sad that each year UMOJ A is
responsible for Black History
Month. Itshould be a campus-wide
eventwiththesupportofSAC,SGA,
etc. I suppose, though, that such
support will simply come with
time."
Holden, though, was quick to add
that he will definitely be a part of
Black History Month in the future,
"Black History Month is a celebra-
tion of culture. It is a tradition and
will continue to educate the college
about diversity within our commu-
nity."
Tamara Michel, interim director
Unity's Multicultural Center and
an advisor to the student coordina-
tors. agrees with Holden's senti-
ments, "For as long as 1can remem-
ber, there has been a celebration of
Black History Month at Connecti-
cut College. Each year it is differ-
entdependingontheSludents. There
could have been more campus sup-
port this year, Students should learn
that Unity House is not only for
students of color; Unity House is
for the entire campus community."
The Secret Life
of a Pizzaholic
"I used to be hooked on pizza every night for dinner ...but not
just any pizza. Ithad to be the Recovery Room's pizza, It's so
good I would dream about it at night. At first I'd just order
oneto go and eat it at home in secret. Later on, I didn't care
who saw me. I'd order two and eat one there. When I was
brave enough to sit at a table, it got really bad. I was up to
three, four pies a night. For a while I got better, but now
they serve pizza for lunch. I can't stop. I1l never be cured.
But I don't care ...my favorite is the gorgonzoIa with yellow
peppers ...no ...the chicken with roasted garlic and grated
parmesan ...wait, no wait it's the homemade sausage pizza,
I mean the shrimp and broccoIi ...uhh ...the mushroom ...
clam and bacon ..." Arnold]. Smythe
(not his real name)
THER~COVERYROOM
RESTAURANT
445 OCEAN AVENUE
NEW LONDON CT 06320
2·034432619
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News
Residents greet Clinton en masse at Groton airport:
Despite freezing cold and rain, local residents
enthusiastically turn out for President's arrival
Career Services plans to cut back on
consortium and grad school programs
lieves that the prospects for con-
necting graduating seniors with jobs
will be much greater.
He added, "With our new, larger
resource library, more people are
seeing what we have available and
taking advantage of it."
This is especially the case with
the Alumni Career Network, a com-
puterprograrn accessible from OCS
and in the Alumni Office which
enables the user to cross reference
an alum's job information with the
user's desired job field and a re-
gional or nationwide specification.
When asked about the Class of
1994' sdesire to locate employment,
Tinker described the effort as "ag-
gressive:'
Whilehenoted the Classof 1992's
search was discouraged by reportS
of a bad job market, Tinker asserts
that thisand last year's senior classes
have "gotten over that."
explained that OCS is currently
determining the most successful
ways to connect seniors with jobs.
Tinker said, "We're looking at add-
ing new programs because we real-
ize we can't do everything."
Consequently, OCS will no
longer participate in the Capital and
Boston Consortia and the graduate
school fair held annually with Trin-
ity College and Wesleyan Univer-
sity at Wesleyan. "These are not
popular with the students and the
employers in particular. Also, few
take part and [theprograms] are not
cost-effective. All three require a
lot of time from our staff," Tinker
explained.
Now the energy of the OCS staff
will be focused on fine-tuning the
resume referral service and the
Employers Seeking Resumes pro-
gram, in particular. While these are
also time-consuming, Tinker be-
BY YUNG KIM
Fealures Editor
Dressed in a long black over coat, a
UCONN hat, and a friendly grin, President
Bill Clinton stepped off Air Force One, at the
Groton airport last Wednesday.
Clinton was in town to deliver a speech
concerning his health care plan to senior
citizens. Six Connecticut College students
journeyed through freezing rain to getachance
to catch a glimpse of the President.
AsClinton made his way among thecrowd,
he made it a point to at least attempt to shake
every person's hand. People were pushing
and shoving in their attempts to touch this
man. They were fighting for a chance to be
physically in contact with the man.
Most of the crowd was not cheering for
Presidem Clinton, but shouting for Bill.
When Clinton shook peoples' hands, he
did more than just touch them, he held them
for an instant, and said, "thank you for com-
. .. ...rmg.
In his quiet southern voice, President
Clinton said titank you to everyone, and titat
he appreciated their support, His calm, casual
demeanor made him seem readily available
to any conversation.
At one point, Clinton was asked if he wore
the UConn hat because he was a basketball
fan. Clinton flashed his warm southern smile
and stopped torespond to thequestion. Clinton
said, "I love college basketball. I am an
Arkansas fan. and when I am at lite White
House I just stay up late at night watching all
the games."
However. not everyone there was there to
extoll the virtues of Clinton however. The
everpresent sign carrying activists that sur-
round the President whenever he makes a
public appearance were out in force in Nor-
wich on that afternoon. There were many
people at the airport holding up "No Annex-
ation" signs, protesting the potential redistri-
bution of Connecticut land to Native Amen-
can tribes. But even one woman who was
there to protest walked away smiling, laugh-
ing, and saying "He touched me. He s,awmy
sign, looked me in the face, and said, Thank
BY JENLAPAN
COPY EDITOR
It is about that time of year when
seniors are mass-producing resumes
and feeling tremendous anxiety,
while many are looking for that
important first job in the "real
world." Recent information from
the Office of Career Services pro-
vides some hopeful inspiration for
al1 those job-seekers. .
According to statistics compiled
by the Office of Institutional Re-
search, 96 percent of paruclpaung
alumni from the Class of 1992 are
either employed, in graduate school,
or pursuing other activities, such as
travel. Only eight of the 215 re-
'spondents were unemployed and
actively searching for a Job. How-
ever, another 216 members of the
Class of 1992 did not respond.
Jack Tinker, director of OCS,
you.' I can't believe he shook my hand!"
One person even had the courage to try to
attack the President on his health care plan.
Without missing asingle beat,Clinton quickly
reacted, saying something to the effect of,
"Do you realize titat the U.S. is the only
country that does not provide health care for
it's people. It's the people of your greedy
generation titat put us in this debt. It's selfish
people like you titat want to keep health care
from the American people."
When Clinton finished his retort, thecrowd
roared.
After touring the audience, Clinton stood
up on a staged flanked by U.S. Senators
Christopher Dodd and Joseph Lieberman.
Clintonwalked up to the podium nonchalantly,
and proceeded to give a speech that seemed
entirely extemporaneous.
Clinton thanked the crowd again, and,
with a promise that he would endeavour to
bring more jobs to Connecticut, he got inside
his limousine.
YUIll KimlFealuru Bauor
President BIU Clinton managed to have a word for everyone after bis arrival at the Groton-
New London Airport on Thursday.
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Poor turnout plagues EPC
General Ed open meetings
Small turnout debate merits of proposal for mandatory Human
Difference and Diversity requirement in General Education -Isabelle O'HaraJEdiJor in Chief (Voice Magazine)
At the General Education open meeting, Walter Brady, associate professor
of mathematics said the college should pursue, "intellectual goals, not
moral, ethical or political goals."
"I maintain that when we think
about thecurriculum, when we think
about the purpose of this college, a
lot of people have different views
on its purpose and goals. I think a
lot of people think one of the goals
of this college is promoting diver-
sity. The only goals it should have
are intellectual goals, not moral,
ethical or political goals," Brady
said.
One of the goals as stated in the
handout distributed to the faculty is
"to learn to 'live in peace' with
diverse peoples." Brady said this
concept is a legitimate question and
topic, but not a goal. "I do not think
it is an intellectual goal of the col-
lege to do that," Brady said.
In response to Brady's argument,
Ammirati cited the fact that many
institutions are now requiring di-
versity requirements. such as
Temple University's Racism 101.
However, Ammirati also ques-
tioned the inculcation of certain
values into the curriculum.
"WbaLdo you do with the percep-
Ammirati said a list of goals and
options for the difference and di-
versity requirement was sent to the
faculty last week, and attributed the
meetings' poor attendance to ad-
verse weather conditions.
Camille Hanlon, EPC member
and professor of child development,
said the proposed human difference
and diversity requirement is an ex-
pansion of the previously proposed
multiculturaJrequiremenL Disabili-
tiesandgender issues would also be
topics within the expanded require-
ment, Hanlon said.
Several faculty members debated
the problem of setting goals for the
teaching of difference and diversity
within the curriculum.
Walter Brady, associateprofes-
sor of mathematics, said the views
of difference and other cultures in a
required course should not steer the
student's emotional and moral per-
ception of that culture towards that
which thecollegeeornmunity deems
awropriate and representative of
their goals.
BY JENNIFER LEVAN
Special to The College Voice
Despite poor student and faculty
wmoutthesecondsubcommiueeof
the Educational Planning Commit-
tee, focused on the creation of a
human difference and diversity re-
quirement in the curriculum, held a
series of open meetings last week to
gamer input from the community
on the proposed human difference
and diversity requiremenL
A handful of students and faculty
members discussed goals and op-
tions for human difference and di-
versity which will be eventually be
ratified by the faculty, according to
Thomas Ammirati, EPC member
and associate professor of physics.
Ammirati attributed the small turn-
out the weather conditions and con-
fusion created by the fire in the
College G.~ter.
"We will be presenting to the lac-
ull)' at the faculty meetingnextweek
adIal"ttepOf\onwhatwe've done so
tar," Nnmirali said.
Judith Kirmrnse, executive assis-
tant to the president, and affirma-
tive action officer, said as students
analyze and gain abstract view of
other cultures, in turn they might
view and accept human beings from
a more holistic point of view. "The
world may be moving in a more
holistic direction," Kirmmse said.
On the other hand, Brady said, "It
would be a tragedy if the direction
of humanity is to muddle all these
aspects together again."
TheresaAmmirati,directorofthe
writing center, stressed the distinc-
tion between learning and promul-
gating information.
"it seems to me we have to give
students the rhetorical skills to
choose between two agendas, bad
or good. We just have to hope that
once they've been exposed, they'll
choose the agenda for good,"
Ammirati said.
She continued, however, "I re-
ally am weary of those who preach
values in the curriculum.
On the one hand one has to be
very careful about teaching values,
on the other hand one has to be wary
of teaching a disembodied intellec-
tualism."
Mootfacultymembersagreedthat
the focus of the human diversity
and difference requirement should
be contemporary issues.
In two weeks, the subcommittee
will hold more open meetings deal-
ing with the science and math issue,
and the skills portion of tJi~'curricu-
lum.
tion on the part of some [people] ...
how do we put perceptions into the
curriculum without pushing certain
values?" Ammirati said.
Offering a theoretical solution,
Brady said, "We must separate the
intel1ectual from the ethical atti-
tude. The only attitude you are try-
ing to change in a course is an
intel1ectual attitude."
Stating that sometimes ethical
attitudesarechangedautomatically,
Brady found the difference and di-
versity issue analogous to the Con-
necticut Col1ege honor code. "I
don't see the purpose of the honor
code as to teach people to be honest,
it just may do that involuntariIy, as
these courses may [change ethical
and moral attitude involuntarily.]"
Other faculty members viewed
the difference and diversity require-
ment not as influencing beliefs, but
better preparing students to make
informed ethical choices.
Hanlon said, "There is a line of
distinction about what the liberal
arts do ... [O]ne is that a liberal arts
education makes a person a moral
person in a liberal sense ... [T]he
second is that it gives students the
information and skills they need to
imagine and to achieve things, in
other words, to enhance their range
of choices."
ConnieDowell,EPCmemberand
col1ege librarian, referred to world
religious studies as an applicable
parallel. "Thediversityrequiremcnt
might be the same thing ... we don't
teach students to be religious."
BY BEN RUBIN
Associate News Editor
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TE~S A&M: Th~interim president of the school vetoed a proposed
multicultural requirement for liberal arts majors. The University's
Fac~ltySenate approved the plan in November which would have
required all students to take courses in international and U.S. minority
cultures. The plan was expected to take effect and the interim
p:es~dent's,actions were a surprise. He said, "I believe there are
Slgnifiad scant ISSUesthat need to be considered before the decision is
m e to proceed."
CALIFORNIASTATEUNIVERStTY:The campus reopened recently and
stude~ were able to see first-hand the damage that was caused by last
month s earthquake. Over 400 mobile units were used as classrooms
and only 15 of the 53 permanent buildings remained in use. The total
csootof ~ repairs has been estimated to be between S25Q-million and
350-tuillion President cr ddr. . mton a essed the students by telephone
With an encouraging word on opening day.
UNIVERStTYOF NORTH CAROLINA:A student was killed at the Chi Psi
fraternity house after h ande several otherstudentswere passing around
~ newly:purchased hand-gun. The student was from Appalachian State
ruversity and he was visiting the campus with another ASU student
who was charged with involuntary manslaughter.
U~VERsrr.:OFFLORIDA:Accused serial killer Danny Rolling pleaded
~UtlySto ~ 1990 murders of three University of Florida students and
wo anta r-e Community C 11 dff 0 ege stu ents. The students were killed in
~o::Pafus apthartmentsand Rolling has been incarcerated since several
ter e murders occurred H . alr . .sentences for 0 . . . e IS eady servmg five life
I f
~er convictionsand prosecutors will seek the death
pena ly or Rollmg.
Connecticut College Strategic Plan
Interim report of the Strategic Planning
Teams and preliminary draft of proposals
Introduction
A1lfime to Lead. the most comprehensive and far-
reaching strategic plan ever attempted at this college, is
reaching the end of its term. A full accounting of its
many accomplishments will come io due course; how-
ever, its enduring legacy is a planniog process that
engages and iovolves every segment of our commu-
nity. Encouraged by the success of the plan, and
anxious to plot an ambitious course for the next five
years, the Priorities, Planniog and Budget Committee
(pPBC) initiated a new round of strategic planning in
the Spring of 1993. .
The college community, worldng under the frame-
work established by the PPBC, selected three teams to
focus on the broad thematic areas highlightedioA Time
to Lead; the vitality of academic life, th~ buildiog of
diversity and community, and the sustarnmg of finan-
cial strength. The teams are broadly representati~e .of
our community, iocludiog faculty, students, admirus-
trative staff, alumni and trustees. Beyond drafting ~e
proposals that will form the core of the next strategic
plan, team members serve as listening posts and sound-
iog boards for the larger community. This role becomes
mote important as we move ioto the second phase of the
planniog process that begins with the release of this
report. . .
In essence, the work of the teams has been to devise
a template that will help shape the direction ?f Con-
necticut College up to the next century-POSSIbly ~-
yond. Therefore, the plan should meet seve-ral~re-
ments: it should be forward-looking, antictpanng ma-
jor developments io higher education, technology,
demography, etc.; it should develop a sc~ed.ule of
priorities consistent with odrmission and asptratIOns; tt
should be as iocluslve and extensive as posstble; tt
should build upo!,!ournotable recent achievements and
seek to correct missteps.
The work has been guided by the Mission Statement,
a revised list of Planning Assumptions provided by the
PPBC, the participation of dozens of students, .faculty
and staff, and a set of organizing priociples. First,.we
realize that our-many eotdrprises--te3chin~, learrnng,
campus life, administrative support-are lD":rlinked;
therefore they caonot be considered io strict ISOlatIon
from each other. Second, we must connect our sense of
institutional values firmly to a decision-making frame-
work that allows us to make choices ar(long compettng
alternatives. We should recognize that the number of
educationally valuable projects will always outstnp our
ability to finance them. However, the ~fficult proc~ss
of choosing among alternatives is not alien to the spmt
of iotellectual ioquiry or enterprise; it is, in fact, what
Wi?- already do often and well. Fioally, our ab~ty to
maiotain academic freedom and iotellectual disttnc-
strategies to confront these pressures, it is important to
analyze and understand them better. In this section, we
explore the three themes noted io the first paragraph-
fiscal stress, erosion of public trust, and campus un-
ease-and coonect them to the assumptions developed
by the PPBC !hat underlie the current planning process
. In ourproposals, we suggest how Connecticut College
may draft a strategy ,based upon its distinctive strengths,
that can guide its progress toward the next century.
tiveness may depend on how well we comprehend the
precediog priociples.
The PPBC, io armouncing the formation of teams,
established a schedule for their work. In the Fall
semester, the teams were to establish aweekl y timetable
to consider proposals for this draft. Each team ap-
poioted subcommittees (see enclosed list) to devote
iotensive time to particular areas of ioterest. The teams
iovited presentations from a variety of iodividuals and
groups, iocludiog: President Gaudiani, the Minority
Student Steeriog Committee, the Chaplaio's Office, Fiscal Stress
Office of Career Services, Office of Volunteer and The tale of the great financial surge of the early 1980s
Community Services, Unity House, Development, Gen- is so familiar as to take on mythic proportions. Every
del and Women's Studies, Center for Art and Technol- revenue measure appeared to be growing at double digit
ogy, Finance, Admissions and Fioancial Aid. rates; for the first time io years, faculty and staff salaries
Members of the planning teams also 'made presenta- grew faster than inflation. Our campuses were ridiog a
tions in various forums, iocluding meetings of: the rising wave of enrollment because the number of high
Faculty, the MSSC, the SGA, the mid-managers group, school graduates and the proportion interested io at-
administrative support staff, and the Technological tendiog college had grown. Many institutions pre-
Support Committee. Our teams have invited outside sumed that the surge in revenues would continue iodefi-
speakers to give us perspective on the challenges.facing nitely; resource allocation largely consisted of fundiog
higher education and Connecticut College; David all meritorious projects that could be accommodated,
Breneman of the Harvard Graduate School of Educa- with little regard to relative importance to the life of the
tion spoke on prospects for liberal-arts colleges, and institution. New buildiogs and academic disciplines
Gordon Winston of the Williams College J)epanment were sprouting' across the country, and the scope and
of Economics spoke on reforms io financtal manage- variety of ameniti s for students and faculty grew even
ment and accounting. faster. .
For the second ,semester, the planning process-,'!i'/Ul , As-we~theninelies,thefablebecomeSgnm-
change focus. 'teams ,will schedule open meeliog,.,~;evell.'Y~isIiC aboutour good fortune. man)' of
to allow com ggest wa)'s of modi.- tJI\\~ didnot \lrepare ade'\u.atel)' for the fis~al
...~_ th sentations -~ overtook us. Upper nvddle class f~i)y
.£J.£I.I.g e~ Ie for ~~ its robust grvwrh; t:herefOre. J'iunUZes
fro~ gro pre8t\ntaiionS. S~ oflbe resisted tuition increases substantially abov~ inl!ation.
making ?Ur ow;: site'visilS to other campuses or institu- Government and private SUPJ?Ort for fin~C1aI eid and
teams will m~ .. t ractices" and iovite addi- scholarly research came to a virtual standstill. Unfortu-
~ons to mvestIakga~ beBysth~end o[;.\.pril the teams will nately, the obligations iocurred during more prosperous
tIonalguestspe ers, ' ..;;;~~~~~~~~=============
present a final draft of planning goals to ~
the President, PPBC, and Board oLTrust-
ees for their review and comment There-
after, the Planning Office, along with the
PPBC, will draft implementation and ac-
tion plans derived from the proposals that
will be prel\ented to the Trustees at their
.Fall 1994 meeting.
The success of our plarmiog process, so
far, has depended upon the broad partici-
pation of students, faculty, staff, and
alumni of the College. As we enter the
secondphase,thestrategicl1lanniogteams
depend evert more on !his support. The
proposals offeredio this report should be ===================-:--:-~
considered starting poiots for focused.. times have placed unrelenting pressure on costs, ioclud-
disCUSSI'01l"we expect that there will be modificatIons as . al, d iog everything from deferred maiotenance to journ
the process moves along. We iovite your ioterest an
h th futu e subscriptions. It is apparent that,n0t a few campuses are
Your colleagueship as we· work to c art e I'C II steeriog close to fiscal crisis.
development of our Connecticut 0 ege. However familiar this tale of boom and bust may be,
however, it is not completely applicable to Connecti~ut
College. Growth io College endowme~t and sala~es
lagged well behind those of our peer instItutIOns dunng
tl1emid 80s. It has only been duriog the last five years
and under the aegis of A Time to Lead !hat the College
has recovered some lost ground.
Nevertheless, the fiscal constraiots that we face today
are all too real. Over 70% of our operating revenues
come fromstudent fees; therefore, evenmoderate swmgs
in enrollment can have profound effects on the budget.
As our comprehensive fee crosses the $25,000 mark,
more fantilles are questioning the relative advantage of
a liberal-arts education; therefore, we are forced to
restraio tuition iocreases. Indeed, families who would
be considered prosperous by most measures fiJ}d it
iocreasingly difficult to pay full tuition; therefore, our
The proposals offered in this
report 'should be considered
starting points for focused
discussion; .we expect that. ,/
there will be modificatIons as
the process moves along.
Achieving Distinction in a Difficult Environment
The past half decade has held profound challenges for
higher education. The surge of financial recovery that
characterized the mid-eighties has come to an. abrupt
halt. The work of faculty and the explanatIons of
administrators have been subjected to ever greater scru-
tiny and skepticism. Meanwhile, our campus commu-
nities, beset by battles over curricular reform, CIVil
discourse and resource allQCation, have become less
hospitable for the untranlfOeled pursuit of koowledge.
Few campuses have been able to avoid these pressures;
Connecticut College has been among the first to recog-
nize and to deal with them forthrightly. . .
Nevertheless, despite our efforts to antIctpate and to
respond effectively to environmental challenges, they
continue to grow and iotensify. In order to develop
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Erosion of Public Support
Institutions of higher learning, from the time of
Socrates' ~have ever been a source of public scrutiny
and controversy. Around the world, universities have
been the incubators for polilical upheavals that make the
disputes that currently roil campuses in the U.S. seem
raLher lepid. Nevertheless, the dnJrnbeat of criticism. Tension in theCalDpas Community
and, sometimes, outright hostility, hasgrown louder in Overthe past quarter century, the liberal-arts campus
recent times. Higher education is being attacked on community has been fundamentally transformed by
articles of its.l12lli!~: commitment to academic diversifying the student body, Every significantdemo-
freedom; tolerance of conflicting views; preparation for graphic measu~age, race, income class. national or
the challenges of the outside world; propagation of regionalbackground,religion,arguablygender-shows
enduring civic values. that our residential campuses appear more integrated
Critics of all political persuasions charge that our than a generation ago. l\ccompanying this rapid trans-
faculty and administrators are self-involved dwellers in formation have been strains that have riven our college
ivory towers, defining as the highest values whatever communities.
can allow them to spin out their arcane literature in In most campuses, the pace of diversifying the student
comfort. Neither our vehement denials nor ihe easily body has exceeded the rate at which support services or
available facts have significantly blunted this criticism. curriculum have been developed. Good faith efforts to
However, until recently, this debate could largely be instill dvildiscoursehave been criticized as half-hearted
classified as an intramural squabble among intellectu- and patronizing. or intrusive and freedom-threatening,
also Nowadays, as the four-year "sticker price" for a or both. Inmuch of the commentary from the left and
college education rises above the $l00,OOOmark, more right, "community" is taken to being synonymous with
~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!=~ "conformity"; therefore, it represents ei-
ther a threat to or a corrective for "diver-
sity", taken to be the same as "polymor-
phism."
Fiscal stress has generated another set
of community tensions. Each sector of
the College has been required to do more
with less; the scope of our prerogatives
has been narrowed. Many resource allo-
cation decisions are seen as tradeoffs,
pitting one group of community members
against another and transmitting implicit
or-explicit value judgments about various
aspects of our enterprise. Cynicism, de-
fensiveness, and pessimism threaten our
natural inclination to assume good faith,
to be venturesome and confident, and to
be forward-looking. Perhaps worst of all, on many
campuses, there is the fear that other groups do not
appreciate the depth of disaffection or the persistence of
dedicated effott.
Connecticut College has a signal duty to perform in
reconciling the various parts of our community and
recognizing the extraordinary array of talent and ability
we enjoy. Using our diversity to forge a stronger
community should be fundamental to our institutional
mission, and we must continue to take steps to increase
We must demonstrate in our
curriculum and our community
life that we are indeed engaged in
the vital issues affecting our
world, and that we are producing
graduates who are globally aware,
socially responsible, and eager to
exert leadership through service.
public figures, commentators, and tuition-payers are
wondering aloud: are we getting our money's worth?
Moreover, the traditional supporters of liberal -arts
institutions have shifted their attention to other impor-
tant areas of education: the state of our public schools,
adult literacy, preparation of workers for more sophis-
ticated technology, and immigrant education. The shift
in priorities reveals an assessment of our social rel-
evance that should give us pause. Our colleges receive
little credit for "preparing the next generation of lead-
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Interim proposals of the Strategic Planning Teams
We conclude our report with a summary of the pro-
posals developed during the Fall of 1993, II is our belief
that they represent direct responses to the mandate
given us by the PPBC and that they reflect the concerns
and aspirations of the entire Connecticut College com-
munity. We are eager to work with all who wish to
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modify, expand upon-m short, strengthen---these co-
posals, but ask that any dialogue be guided b pthe I~ ', The cost of a Connecticut College education
principleS that have undergirded the planning p Y posinons our public to expect a substantial return on
and that have been examined earlier in the repo:;:ess ,?vestlnent. For many this will mean a smooth transi-
At this stage our proposals general! . non to professional achievement
. '. . y present goals
that should mspire implementation strategies devel-
oped by appropnate community members. You will
h th t
Academic Team Proposals
note, owever, a we occasionally propose more spe-
cific actions to support an established goal. The goals tuThe :,,"cademicTeam focused on two areas: intellec-
that are summariz~ here emerged from subcommittees al ~limate and support for the development of aca-
of the team, including a subcommittee that embraced demic programs. Team members felt it vitally impor-
rwo teams; however, we have integrated the proposals tant that the College address widely felt concerns that
III order to make a more coherent presentation. the ~ollege campus should become more hospitable for
We present the proposals from each team in a format ~e life of the ~d. Existing areas of academic distinc-
bOrrowed from the subcommittee on Academic Cli- non will ~Ulre continued support; they should not be
mate. Some proposals suggest the College perform an negl~cted m our enthusiasm for new programs and
inventory on current practices in order to art' se
As
rv1cesto be added to the academic enterprise.
. sce am the knowledge and inform' b
where possible improvements -may lie Anothe st'" anon ase of the world
th C
. r e 1Smcreasmg exponentially and
encourages e ollege toimolement policies or ' as access to that base
procedures already in the planning stages. Fi-ll
nally, we suggest new initiatives that should MaJ"or
buildon our strengths and point us in new, vitally
important directions. We expect and hope for
thorough disc~ss.ion ~d debate over these pro-
posals and their likely implications for the future
of the College.
Priorities, Planning and Budget Committee
Strategic Planning Assumptions
January 20, 1994
The following list of assumptions has been
orde~ to reflect three logical groupings. As-
sumptions 1-3 pertain to broad societal issues
assumptions 4-9 address demographic and com:
petitive concerns, and assumptions 10-15 relate
to matters of finance.
The S~tegi~ Plan is built. on the following
assumptions with respect to the environment in
which the College functions:
1. The liberal arts curriculum will continue to
provide the educational foundation for the intel-
lectual facility and flexibility needed in the fu-
ture. .
2. Global interdependence will continue to
trative Procedures Committee should re-evaluate meth-
ods by wbicb credit hours and graduation require-
ments -are established, taking into account course
level, number of contact hours, and rigor of course
material.
5. With the aim of suggesting bow we may better use
the teC~IOgy already available and ascertaining what
ne~ equipment and training is necessary, the Techno-
logical Support Committee should continue to assess
and ~ ~ance the availability and use patternsofour
audio-visual, telecommunications and computer sys-
terns.
Implementing Existing Plans
1. Beginning in 1995, the College implement a
reformed program of general education that will
add ~herence to tbec:urriculum and will raise intel-
lectual standards. Such a program should include:II progressive levels of rigor in required courserecommendations sequences; skill development in literacy,
nurneracy, research, communication (both oral
f th
e d f and written),negotiation, and interaction withino IS ra t amulticu1tural setting; "across the curriculum"
f
approaches to skill development and programs
o the Strategic Plan to assist facu1tyand staff in implementing these
approaches.
2. The College should continue to focus at-
tention and energy on interdisciplinary ar-
eas of excellence by investing in existing
academic centers, such as the Center for inter-
national Studies and the Liberal Arts, the Cen-
ter for Arts and 'Technology, and the Center for
Conservation Biology andEnvironmental Stud-
ies, including its contributing and supporting
resource, the Arboretum.
3. The College should continue to improve
the Library's holdings and 10 increase the
array of services it provides to faculty and
students; a {larUcular focus of acquisitions and
staf\lng should be teaching and uaIDing inthe
.,e ofinfonnation technology.
Inventory
I. In order to reduce burdens that unnecessarily
impede effective teaching, scholarship and creative
work, and governance, the Faculty Steering and Confer-
ence Committee should coordinate an in-depth inves-
tigation of the demands on faculty time.
2. To promote student and faculty intellectual activity
and to involve students in energizing the academic
climate, The Student Government Association should
conduct a study of how students engage in academic
work, paying attention to ways intellectual activities
can become more meaningful and challenging.
3. To complement the FSCC and SGA analyses and
to enhance and balance expectatfons across the curricu-
lum, the Educational Planning Committee should spon-
sor a year-long, faculty-directed, college-wide study of
classroom and coursework standards.
4. To add flexibility to the curriculum and to improve
the balance between the level of wolk expected and the
units of credits awarded, The Academic and Adminis-
Initiatives
I. The Provost should coordinate the devel-
opment of the following programs to enhance
intellectual life on campus:
• a monthly all-college convocation (involv-
ing lectures, films, plays, etc.) to foster cam-
pus-wide intellectual community.
• the development of a schedule of required 2-
credit tutorials that will reinforce principles of
general education and foster joint student- faculty work
throughout the college career.
• the identifying and promotion of opportunities for
joint research between faculty and students across all
divisions to reinforce the effects of the tutorials.
• the reform of the academic advising system to
encourage more students to place their work in the
broader range of inquiry beyond campus and to solicit
more successful applications for internships, national
and international fellowships and service and leader-'
ship opportunities.
2. To enhance technological support for instruction
and research, the Provost should coordinate:
• a thorough review and restructuring of the audio-
visual system; expanding the use of video and mterac-
tive technology in the classroom.
• the establishment of an "Academic Technology
Laboratory" for the support of teaching, research and
creative work by both faculty and students that will
include physical facilities, support staff, equipment,
and software. The Laboratory will coordinate its wolk
with the Library, the Computer Center, Audio-visual
Services, the Center for Arts and Technology, and the
Writing Center, among other offices.
• staff development ~ the Library, the Computer
Center, and other technology-related positions.
• requiring students to obtain personal computers to
help them actively participate in technological expan-
sion and innovation.
3. The Admissions Deparnnent, individual faculty
and students should wolk together to attract and reo
cruit a highly selective student body aiming at a better
balance of enrollments and majors among divisions,
"Develop "Academic Technology
Laboratory"
• Develop a required two-credit
tutorial for all students
• Develop the Center for Community
Challenges
• Create afull-time Rosition for the
AffirmatiVe JfdIi#I OJ!ftcer
• Introduce merit scholarships/or
incoming freshmen
increase. • Modify the College's need-blind
3. The pace of technological change and the •• •
attendant need to maintain and upgrade facilities II admission pOllCy
and equipment will present a continuing chal-
~ge. .
4. Increases in national applicant pools will primarily over the next decade will increasingly depend on tech-
come from students of color, Immtgrants and the eco- nology. we recognize that our extensively developed
nomically disadvantaged, groups that have not hereto- telecommunications system should serve as the founda-
forebeen attracted to Connecticut College in significant tion for equipping our faculty, students and graduates to
numbers. use this technology. Finally, we encourage emerging
. 5. Connecticut College's applicant pool, a tiny seg- directions.llQ-dpropose new initiatives in curricular and
ment of the national pool, will be affected by decreasing faculty developmenttoemphasize the distinctiveness of
numbers of middle class families who are willing and! our educational experience and to reinforce the strength
or able to pay our costs. of our intellectually ambitious civic community; the
6. Maintaining quality in the student body- while social roots of many of the world's most pressing
achieving constant enrollments will become increase problems offer awindow of opportunity to build on the
ingly difficult.' College's traditional srrengths.
7. Educational excellence will be the College's most
important resource; in, an environment of increasing
competition for students and faculty.
8. As members of Connecticut College's peer group
also attempt to restructure, we face all. increasingly
competitive environment.
9. The'continuing success ofConrtecticut College will
depend on the loyalty. comnnunent and support of its
entire community.
10. The rate of inflation will be between 2.5% and
3.5%.
I I. The goverrunent will decrease its support for
financial aid.
12. The rate of increase in tuition will move closer
toward the rate of inflation and the' growth in fanlily
income.
13. The College has a smaller endowment than most
of its peers.
14. The difficult economic climate, particularly in the
Northeast, will affect student enrollment, fundraising
and financial affairs.
March 1.1994
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Initiatives
I. The Affirmative Action Officer should be a full-
time position. In addition to current duties, the Officer
should work with the Institutional Researcher to pro-
vide for departments the most current available infor-
mation on minority candidates for staff and faculty
positions.
2. The College should develop new initiatives for
diversifying faculty and staff. Some approaches could
include: visiting appointments for young minority
scholars who would serve as sabbatical replacements;
estab4shing rotating staff internships for local high
school students; considering productive potential as
well as demonstrated ability in assessing applicants.
3. The College should rededicate itselfjo develop-
ing closer links with the, local co~ullity, particu-
larly New London. In addition to service-!elated enter-
prises we could: invite members of various ethnic
communities and local organizations to partlcipate'm
first year student orientation; encourage students to
explore the area by offering tour~producing videos,
etc; encouraging faculty and stafftoma:ke,~sentations
on campus or in informal settings to which members of
the off-campus community is expressly invited.
4. The College Should establish and develop the
nece~sarf, support for tbe proposed Center for Com-
I
lDunlt~ C~,~!cd,..~ed LOtoster col-
sborstion tIJe College 8Ild tIJe New London
Implementing Existing Plans community, ro.encourage greater participation in na-tional and interna1funat service programs, and to de-
l. The Assistant to the President should continue to velop cUrriculum"tl!at~colporl1tes service learning and
coordinate programs of Sensitivity Training on Ml- the principles of effeptiv~ community.leadership both
nority Issues for faculty.jtudents, and staff. on and off campus. ~~ .
w2~mTh,e ~~ll;~e ~OUld en~ance its Gender and 5-. The appropriate d~Mrtn:Jents{Of!lie College. in-
en s u res ogram, mcluding appointing a._clU~gtheAlumniOfficeJhotu~~X{lniine,modify#ahd
parncularty in the sciences.
4. Following the model used in the planning of the
Olin Science center. the Provost should initiate a pro-
cess that will identify specific priorities, goals, and
strategies for the establishment of a center that will
fadUtate teaching and research in the social sci-
ences.
Community and Diversity Proposals
The Team holds that the concepts of Community and
Diversity should be mutually reinforcing, rather than
conflicting. Despite increasingly intensive efforts, the
diversity of our faculty, staff and student body falls well
short of the goals suggested in A Time to Lead. We
recognize that setting ambitious goals is important. but
not sufficient to creating a campus that celebrates and
sustains a broad variety of backgrounds, cultures. and
life experiences. .
Preparing our students for active and constructive
roles in an ever more pluralistic world requires that we
build amodel community on campus and encourage all
members to be knowledgeable, compassionate, and
effective agents of reconciliation and change. The most
effective way to accomplish this goal is to develop
programs and incentives that will make our campus
more welcoming of diversity and tomonitorourprogress
strictly.
The Team considered three aspects of community
life: academic life, relations in the work place, and
connections to the local off-campus community and
beyond. We reaffirm our commitment toward itnprov-
ing diversity, not only in numbers of people and catego-
ries, but also in the experiences of every member of our -
community.
Inventory
l. The College should complete its Institutional
A.udit on hiring practices and results to identify areas of
weakness and to target areas for development.
"2. Ongoing curricular reviews should assess how
jf.¥iivJduaJ COUnJ;c$ and course sequences renec~ and
reinrorce the CoJlege's camrnttment to diversity.
full.time director to coordinate the program.
3. The College should develop ways to make more
efficient use of such services as The Writing Center,
academic tutoring, the O1apla:incy, and Counseling
Services so as to enhance their efforts to integrate all
students more fully into the academic and co-curricular
life of the campus.
4. The Office of Admissions should appoint a senior
level staff member who is sensitive to and experi-
enced in the concerns of multicultural students, who
will be responsible for recruiting multicultural students,
and who will coordinate training and other activities for
the Admissions staff around multicultural issues.
~~]f~~~~U~wn~l]ll]l)l]lili~31Jm~--
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itnplement a comprehensive plan to increase and ex-
tend the participation of alumni in the life of the
College as mentors, teachers, and learners.
Financial Team Proposals
The Financial Team recognizes that the College, like
many other institutions, faces daunting fiscal chal-
lenges in the near term, particularly from fluctuations in
enrollment The pressure to address annual budget
deficits by targeted spending cuts is acurrent-day fact of
life; we should resist the understandable temptation to
focus all our attention on sliort-tenn solutions or to
decide that our plans for the College should be modest
in scope. We must set our sights toward the longer-run
financial health of College and on strategies to sustain
it.
It is our finding that th~ College's enduring financial
strength depends on the following elements: substan-
tially reduced dependence on tuition revenues; the ap-
propriate but ambitious use of our tangible and intan-
gible assets; the effective management of costs through
reengineering many of our administrative functions.
Our resource allocation process should be flexible
enough to accommodate initiatives that can yield great
benefit to the College, but disciplined enough to restrain
practices that do not contribute to the College's strengths.
.Beyond preserving ftnanctaf'tnregnry are two other
principles our proposals hope to address: ensuring that
a Connecticut College education jl affordable, and
prudently managing the College'~infrastructure, both
physical and technological. I
Inventory
I. The Coliege should assess its physical assets
(inCluding academic buildings, dormitories, developed
real estate) with a view to ascertairiing how they can be
employed irtoWintensively.
2. The College should evaluate the current status of
and future optlous for properties contiguous to the
College, such as the Coffey Farm (west of Williams
Sl:n""f)_riverfron' area North ofDa wley Field through
uses tbatare integrated with the College's mission.
,. 3.. Each department and office of the College should
ConJl11ueto assess how work assignments are distrib-
u!ell with a view to discovering redundancies, ineffi-
;iencies and unmet needs.
Implementing Existing Plans .
1. The College should formally announce a capital
campaign whose main goals should include: at mini-
mum, to double the endowment; and to ensure that
endowment per student is comparable to our peer insti-
tutions. -
2. The College should continue renovating dormi-
tory buildings and upgrading academic and adminis-
tration buildings to accommodate strategic/technologi-
- cal goals. -
Initiatives
I. In order to itnprove access for middle-income
famili~s, foster greater diversity in the student body, and
~se YIeldrates on admitted students the College should
mtr~duce a merit scholarship program and should
modify th~ C?lIege's need-blind admissions policy
when considering those applicants who do not advance
our goals of academic quality and diversity in the
student body.
2. The College community and friends of the College
should commit to a substantial increase of endow-
ment support for financial aid awards.
3. The College should allocate at least $1,000,000 in
the annual budget for deferred maintenance.
4. College departments and offices should imple-
ment technologies that have the potential of itnproving
~aculty and staff efficiency and should work together to
mtegrate the current array of information manage-
ment systems.
5. Th~ College should develop one or more revenue
generatmg programs to be operated on campus during
summers, and others to be operated during oilier low use
penods: The focus of these programs should be
educational, and should display the richness and vari-
_ ~ :tYpf 9ur communttts talents and facilities .
j/arch 1, 1994
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News
Students p~ese~tTru~teeswith Strategic Plan agenda
~ometr~~~~~uestlonsethics of altermg college's financial aid need-blind admissions policy
News Editor for the college 10deny ad-mission 10students based
on their ability 10 pay.
Erikson asked, "Ethically,
is it better 10offer [admis-
sion candidates] admit-
tance and not give them
financial aid then 10deny
admission because of
money?"
Simmons replied that
Claire Matthews, dean of
admissions and vice presi-
dent for planning, and
Elaine Solinga, director of
fmancialaid,saiditismore
of a disservice 10 students
10accept them and not of-
fer financial assistance.
Simmons added that it is
not possible 10 keep IOtaI
need blind admissions at
the college given the CUT-
l.- __ ---=---=-=_-=====~~~~~~~~~rent financial situation at
Rob SIIIItMTIPhoto £duOI' the college. With a new
Trustee Paul Weissmann (rlgb!) discusses Institutional Pride policy in a place the col-
wllb seniors Jen Lapan, Knute Gregg and Cbrls McDanieL lege would have more con-
trol over the budget for
other needy areas, Simmons said.
The community and diversity team report
was given by senior class president and team
member Neil Maniar. The goal of the team is
to look at way to improve interactions on
campus and off campus from the community
of New London to global communities. The
team is looking at the option of hiring a full
time minority recruiter that would be a senior
staffmember in admissions.
Dhall and Jon .Annirnore. members of the
Student! Trustee Uaison Comminee:
The member of the Student Trustee Liai-
son committee met Friday afternoon to dis-
cuss issues currently facing the college com-
munity.
MarisaFarina. Young Alumni Trusteefrom
the class of 1993, chaired the meeting of
truStees, adminislIalOrs, and student leaders.
Student members from Strategic Planning
te8JJlS presented recent work that has been
donein their respective committees. Saveena
Dhall, Student GovemmentAssociation presi-
dent,lOld the committee that the first draft of
the Strategic Plan would be reviewed by the
college community first in small group dis-
cussion with diverse groups of students and
then in a community wide forum.
Reporting on fmancial aid issues being
addressed by the Financial Planning Team,
juniorWes Simmons discussed the options 10
change the fmancial aid formula at the col-
lege. Simmons, a team member, stated that
the goal of his team is to discuss ways 10
structure financial aid at the college in order
to increase the quality and diversity of the
student body.
He explained possible changes in the sys-
tem which would include creating "need sen-
sitive" fmancial aid which would look more
closely at a family's ability to pay than do the
federal guidelines currently. The team is
looking at developing merit scholarships de-
signed to increase diversity at the college.
Also being discussed is changing the cur-
rent need-blind admissions policy to a partial
need-blind system. Under partial need-blind
admissions, the first 1,000 students admitted
BY NATAllE Hn.DT
The College Voice
to Connecticut College would be admitted
without looking at their financial need. The
ability of a family to pay could be reviewed in
the admission process for the bottom 500
students admitted under this revised system.
Sunmonsexplained that some students who
were qualified to attend Connecticut College
would not be admitted because they would
not be able to afford the cost. \
Warren Erikson, '74. trustee of the college.
questioned if this would be an ethical policy
working budget, which hurt clubs with larger
budget considerably more than smallerclubs.
This semester, with the vast majority of
Finance Committee work behind her, the
SGA vice president has continued working
on the Constitution Committee, and has
worked with clubs on club improvement and
club operations through the Finance Com-
mittee.
Mulchandani said that the slightly lighter
load has given her more time 10 focus on
goals and projects, such as the Umbrella Plan.
The Plan was started as a pilot two years
ago by the Office of Development, and is
designed to allow alumni donors to direct
their contributions to the club of their choice.
Conversely, the Plan allows organizations to
solicit funds from alumni of their club.
Mulchandani, who took the Umbrella Plan
.off the back burner this year, aims to ensure
that itremains a long term goal as a source of
funding for student organizations. Working
with Robert Rasmussen, vice president of
development. a pilot program has begun with
SAC 10test out the plan. As a fund·raisetfor
F1oralia, this year's council will contact past
SAC Executive Board members who were
involved with the festival, and ask them 10
contribute money to SAC's F10ralia efforts.
According 10 SGA president Saveena
Dhall, the position of vice president is unlike
other SGA Executive Board positions. "Her
job is very different from everybody else's,"
said Dha1l. "It's not as defined as other jobs.
That may be difficult for some people, but
easier for others, depending on the nature of
the person," Dhall said.
Dhall went on 10 say that the strictly de-
fmed part of Mulchandani' s job ends in Oc·
tolleJ <1ft .... b lit rocess js over She
academic planning team, IOIdthe commiuee
the academic team was discussing ways 10
foster the intellectualfife at Connecticut Col-
lege. The team is looking at a tutorial system
to better engage students in their academics.
Michael DellAngelo, member of the Edu-
cational Planning Committee, discussed the
first in a series of three proposals regarding a
new General Education plan. The first plan
which was presented at the faculty meeting
on February 2 outlines a tutorial system that
would be the focal point of a general educa-
tion at Connecticut College.
.Judiciary Board chair Sara Spoonheim,
discussed the current proposal by the Ad Hoc
Honor Code Committee to be voted on at
SGAAssembly this Thursday. She explained
this proposal would create a corps of c0unse-
lors that would be available to those involved
in J-Board cases.
The Institutional Pride Comminee created
by seniors Kerry Overton. Jennifer Lapan,
Knute Gregg, and Chris McDaniel made a
presentation to the group. The goal of the
committee is to foster a comrnitunent by
undergraduate students and alumni to Con-
necticut College. The committee is working
on ideas to develop a sense of !ride and
~ommunity about the college. A suonger
involvemem by alumni is annual giving and
volunteer service to tile college is also an
expected by-productofthecornmittee' sWOIL
PaulWeissman,trllsteeoflhecollege,com-
mended thatcommittee for their efforts com-
menting on \he \mportaD.ce of alumni giving.
He Slated that many coq>oration and founda-
tion ask for the number of alumni that partici-
pate Ul annual Fund giving when thttJy 8n!fI
considering donating to the college.
SGA Effectiveness:
Mulchandani looks to implement Umbrella Plan this semester
In addition to fulfilling these roles,
Mulchandani works in the Student Organiza-
tions Fund. "I see the treasurer of each club on
When Neelu Mulchandani ran for vice a daily basis.and they really have easy access
president of the Student Government Asso- tome because I'm in that office so much," she
ciation last spring, she said.
knewexactly what she was Mulchandani went
getting herself into. on to voice her opin-
Mulchandani,ajunior,ran ion that every SGA
for the seat unopposed. vice president should
She was by no means a work in student orga-
newcomer to student gov- nization. "ltkeeps [the
ernment, having served as vice president] in
vice president of her class touch with what the
for two years, on the clubs are doing," she
CCASA Executive Board, said, which is not an
and as a member of the easy task. ..It's realty
Finance Committee, hard 10 keep track of
among several other posi- 79 clubs on campus."
tions. Last semester,
"I had decided to run [for Mulchandani was pre-
vicepresident] whileonFi- occupied with the
nance Committee," said $7,000 SAC deficit. as
Mulchandani ." I'm finance Fik pltotoiTh4 College Voi« well as with dealing
Neelu MulchandanJ,
o.riented, so finances really with the reduction inSGA vice presidentmterest me." the Student Activities
She was prompted to run by her concern for budget As part of last year's budget restruc-
and desire to help student clubs. turing, ten percent of the student fund was
''There were problems with clubs and how uansferred to the college' working budget. "I
they were maintaining their finances, and thought my year was pretty hard because of
they worried me," Mulchandani said."1 the 10 percent cut. but my committee was
wanted to make sure that people were aware able 10justify the decision made because of
of the policies and procedures, SO that's why the way we handled an across the board cut."
I ran." she said.
The SGA vice president serves as a mem- During the finance proceedings,this year's
her of the SGA Executive Board, and serves Finance Committee created a situation in
as chair of the Finance Committee and the which they had over-allocated 10clubs, and
Constitution Committee. The vice president. were faced with trimming allocations. The
also serves as liaison to clubs for SGA be- most equitable manner, they decided, was to
cause of her sition as Chair of Finluice,' " 'removethesarn rcenta fromeachclu~s
said that the rest of the job is not as concrete.
"It's difficult," Dha1l said, because [the vice
president] just tries to pick up when people
have problems. You're trying 10be more of a
backboard, helping clubs and organizations
when they're struggling."
Mulchandani is a great asset 10SGA, with
strengths that are very applicable 10her job,
said presidential associate Rebecca Flynn.
"Neelu is someone who always gets things
done. She does her work well, and she does it
on time," said, "and that's a very valuable
asset for her to have," said Flynn.
..A couple of her major strengths are her
efficiency and her determination," said
Yvonne Watkins, finance committee mem-
ber and bouse senator of Knowlton. Watlcins
pointed out that Mulchandani got through the
budget process last fall in one week insteadof
the usual two. "She does this without sacrific-
ing the quality of the work," said Flynn.
"She's very good at letting all of her con-
stituents know exactly what's going on all the
time; she never pulls any punches," Aynn
said of Mulchandani. "I found her 10 be
extremely straight forward in everything that
she says and in everything that she does."
Mulchandani, appropriately enough, is a
double major on govemmentand economics,
and plans 10go on to law school after Conn.
But for now, she's still a junior, and has
another year to continue making her mark.
"I'm thinking of going for head of Student
Org," Mulchandani said, "where I'd be a non-
voting member of Finance Committee." Be-
cause she'll still be on campus next year,
Mulchandani said, "It kind of makes me
accountable for all the decisions that I've
made, as well as being accessible for the
iuture wee ~llenL"
-------- ---------_._------ -----~-------........... -----_ ...-------------~-----_..--...-
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Assembly tables proposal for J-Board advisory core
fore the Board that could have been so much
more prepared. I wish they had [a core of
advisors] when I was on the Board," said
Deirdre Hennessey, member of the ad hoc
HonorCodeCommiueeand bouse senator of
North Cottage (the Culinary Home).
Megan Hughes, house senator of KB, in-
ttoduced a formal amendment 10the proposaI
which would have caused the pilot program
10 end at the last SGA Assembly of this
school year.
Hughes said that she wanled 10make sure
that the program would be reviewed and that
this review would be completed by the cur-
rent SG A in the current school year.
The last meeting of the SGA takes place
before senior week of this year and would
need 10be brought 10next year's SGA As-
sembly in order to be reviewed.
Spoonheim said that many cases come
before the Board during senior week, the
week before graduation.
Spoonheim said, "I might estimate that we
will have 30 to 3S mote cases ... most of our
cases occur after that point [the last SGA
Assembly] in time."
Hughes' amendment was voted down 3-
22-3, and the proposal was tabled shortly
thereafter. Itwill be back on the floor in the
same form atthis Thursday's Assembly meet-
ing.
this year to investigate ways to improve the
efficiency of the Judiciary Board and expand
discussion of honor and ethics on campus.
If passed, it would establish a pilot pro-
gram of five to seven Honor Code advisors
for students who appear before the J-Board.
According to the proposal, any party which
was to appear before the J-Board would be
able to initiate a consultation with an advisor
in order to attain information and advice
ahout how to present themselves during the
hearings.
Chris McDaniel said,chair of the Commit-
tee and house senator of JA, "This is another
resource that you could draw upon not to try
to get you off the hook, just as a confidential
information source."
Presently, there is a J-Board coordinator
who has the responsibility of advising the
parties involved, but he also sits in during the
hearings and participates during delibera-
tions.
Sara Spoonheim.J -Board Chair, said, "Un-
fortunately.people [call the coordinator] very
rarely. People are less likely to go and talk to
a member of the [Judiciary 1Board:'
Rawles argued that the accused are not
aware that the coordinator is available even
though it is written in a pre-trial notification
letter.
He also felt thatthe added number of people
who had knowledge of a case would further
contribute to the possibility of a breach of
confidentiality.
"[The accused] never knew that the coordi-
nator was available to them. If it was made
clear to them [in the pre-trial lenerl. perhaps
they would understand it I don't think the
proposal is practical. What we're doing if we
pass this proposal is putting an SGA stamp of
approval on breach ofconfidentiality ,"Rawles
said.
Spoonheim said, "Seven of the eight [J-
Board representatives] were in support of this
proposal. I've been on the hoard for two years
and it amazes me how many times people are
frightened to death or don't have a sense of
what is going on:'
McDaniel said that house senators had been
aware of the proposal, and had had many
opportunities to discuss the proposal with
their constituencies.
According to McDaniel, the proposal was
available for discussion during the SGA Tues-
day night dinner, and drafts of the proposal
were available even earlier.
Copies of the SGA agenda could also be
obtained last week outside of the president of
the SGA' s door, so there was adequate oppor-
tunity to review the proposal according to
Saveena Dhall, SGA president
"There are so many people that came be-
BY BEN RUBIN
Associate News Editor
A Judiciary Board proposal was tabled by
the Student Government Association after
Assembly members decided that they did not
prepare themselves well enough 10represent
their constituanlS with a vote.
''There might be a lot of people that have
really gaud ideas about this. I think we should
find out how the community feels and then
vote on it," said Neil Maniar, president of the
senior class.
Maniar made amotion 10table the proposal
until this Thursday's assembly and Lee
Rawles, house senator of Park and memberof
the JvBcard, agreed with Maniar's decision.
Theassembly tabled the proposal by a vote of
16-12.
Rawles said he suspecled that many of the
Assembly members had not adequately pre-
pared for the debate. Because of the impor-
tance of the proposal, he said, it was even
more important 10be prepared to vote. "This
proposal has implications that surpass any
that the Assembly has faced ibis year and it is
absolutely crncial that the entire community
be informed before voting on the proposal,"
Rawles said.
The proposal was sponsored by the Ad-
Hoc Honor Code Commiuee, created earlier
aves Provides Stress Management Workshop for "Us" Generation
college's interaction has had a significant miunents. ..-
impact Feedback from teachers and parents According to Ragsdale, many studen'" in
reveal that children who have worked wilh the MenlO<Program have decided on careers
Conn students have kindled a new interest in based on dleu ex:perience: working with gov-
learning,impr<)vedacademicallyandcbanged emment agencies lhat deal wilh cni\!i and
their behavioP! The capacities of human ser- weJFsre issues or beconJllJg so. lUIOIUey who
vices organizations [0 serve the people they worlcs with underprivilegedcbiJdreI}' torex-
are there for has also increased. ample. Many graduate schools reqwre.expe-
But the benefits reap on both ends. "Learn rience in their candidates and Reiser S81d she
and Serve America," a short video created by has spoken with countless empl?yers for
the Office, outlines the dual focusofOVCS as whom service has been a deterrnlOlOgfactor
"community development" and "student lJC- in hiring.
complishment" Ragsdale describes it in this But beyond leading lO~ard a career and
fashion: "Two things happen: [Volunteerism] providing concrete expenence 10 an area of
breaks down the stereotype the college has of interest, there is a human aspect 10volunteer-
the community, and the stereotype the com- ing that cannot be measured. For a special
munity has of the college as well:' We .are needs student to have a person 10 her or hIS
often so immersed in learning the theoreucal life who can be relied on; for an environmen-
in the classroom, Ragsdale said, that we need tal organization 10 have a qualifi,ed student
the practical to measure against the theoreti- assist with research; for a women s center to
cal 10"ground ourselves in reality" and color have the resources 10help another vicum of
0"; textbooks. sexual assault; this is what is meant by ~g
During the video, presidentClaireGuadiani an active role in your own commumty. Real
says that she believes students learn to "test people emerge,. and we get away fr~:" con-
their views in real life and practical seuings." straining political correclDe~,s, ,adds
Some professors, especially in the Child Ragsdale. In the words of Reiser, We re all
Development and Economics deparunents, interconnected, and for all of us to thriv~:
have integrated their courses with service each member of the cornmumty must thrive.
learning components for many years, Reiser For more information a~llt volunteering
said, and the idea is.catching fire. And for in theNew London community, seetheOVCS
numerous studenlS, involvemem in the com- office in the second floor of the College
munity has planted a seed for lif.,.long com- Center, or call Jennifer LeWISat x24S5.
BY KrM CONNIFF
The Co/lege Voice
It is about that time of the semester when
we all feel like taking a sledgehammer 10our
computers and belting out a primal scream.
With wheels spinning and busywork coating
our time like PeplO Bisrnol, life sometimes
feels pretty unfulfl.1ling.
If this is the case, then Wednesday, March
9 should find you in the 1941Room at7 p.m,
for the Office of Volunteers for Community
Service workshop on stress management.
There are still fdteen spaces available.
Imagine the nightmarish climax of the week:
that revelation that sets in about 7 p.m. on
Wednesday nights that you have two weeks'
worth of work 10 begin and complete in a
marathon of the next 48 hours. Insert now, if
you will, the soothing delights of a massage
therapist, a juice bar and an illuminating talk
by David Brailey. This seminar, created by
Brian Ragsdale. mentor coordinator and
trainer forOVCS, is open to the entire college
community and is the third in a series of
workshops offered this semester by the of-
fice. But why is a stress management session
the brainchild of the OVCS?
The answer is embedded in the larger issue
of volunteerism as an integral part of ednca-
tion here at Connecticut College. With ana-
tionalleadership that is focused on commu-
nity service the "me" generation of the eight-
ies is being ~hoved aside by a whole new"US"
mentality in the nineties. "people realIZe a
meaningful life is more than making money
... wasn't enough; that wasn't true success."
The passage of a National Community Ser-
vice Trust Act and the establishment of
Americorps promotes the message, accord-
ing 10OVCS director Tracee Reiser, that the
resources of higher education can be central
to the community. Reiser cites a key compo-
nent of Connecticut College's Mission State-
ment "[no prepare men and women for a
lifetime of conhibutions to a changmg SOCI-
ety." Rather than having an obligation 10
serve, Reiser emphasizes that "everyon~ has
the right for participation in the commumty ..,
d' .nwe don't even like to use the wor serve.
Last semester, Ragsdale polled the OVCS
studentcoordinalOrs about whatkind of work-
shops they thought would be beneficial 10the
March 1, 1994
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Arts &Entertainment
Anton Bruckner symposium:
Unearthed piece highlights Dana concert
BY 1'rM DEVIN
ThL College Voice
As apart of the international symposium onAnron Bruckner,
two special concerts featuring his music were held in Dana
Hall on Monday and Tuesday nights. The second of these
feanrred a previously unheard piece and a long forgotten
adaptation of one of his symphonies in this two-part perfor-
mance by the Connecticut CoUege Chamber Choir and a
chamber group of area musicians. The first section of the
concert included a performance by the Chamber Choir, who
sing several of Bruckner's lyrical pieces: ''Entsragen, "
"Tantum ergo," "Du bist wie eine Blume,""Das edle Herz"
and "Afferentur."
The first lyric piece, "Entsragen," is a solemn prayer 10the
Virgin Mary asking for protection for the speaker's bride-
groom. In addition to the Choir, there was an accompaniment
by three trombones, providing for an interesting play be-
tween horns and the richly emotional voices, adding to the
expressiveness of the piece in a way that I had not expected.
"Entsagen " featured a solo performance by Roxane
Althouse. Her rendition was incredible: she sung in a grace-
ful, heartfelt voice that was immediately transfixing, her
lilting voice clearly expressing the words and their meaning.
As a special part of the program, perhaps the most impor-
tant part of the concert, the Choir performed an a cappella
piece that has not been performed for the public since the
1860'swben Bruckner first composed it 'Vu bis: wi« eine
Blume"("You are like a Flower,'') had been lost until it was
recently discovered among the pieces of a chorus in Linz,
Austria The short work, a haunting, emotionally charged
piece, was one of the highlight performances of the Choir. It
featwed an effective play between themale and female voices
and was deeply expressive in its composition.
Aftera brief intermission, Stephen Hinton, a Yale profes-
sor, gave an introductory speech explaining the origins of the
next piece to be performed: Bruckner's '7th Symphony in E
Major." The Symphony, which was 10 be performed by a
chamberensemble, was adapted for that style for an Austrian
private music society in the 1920's. The adaptation adds a
piano and a harmonium to replace the second strings and
brasses. Hinton explained that naturally it would not have the
full sound of an orchestra, but said that the adaptation retained
much of the original sound, and asked us to understand that
changes had been made.
Thefirstmovernent of the Symphony seemed to live within
an overall dark mood, lamenting, we are told by Bruckner
scholars, the death of Wagner, who had an important influ-
ence on Bruckner. Beautiful themes give way 10mournful,
heavy melodies, providing for the unsettling sensation that
Bruckner intended. The sorrow in this movement is very
effective, filling the listener with regret and longing for what
once was.
The second movement, the "Adagio," picks up on the
solemn themes of the flfSl movement It procedes along the
sarne lines, but gradually lifting and changing until it reaches
a major leey, rejoicing Wagner's arrival inbeaven. The music
turns lriurnphanl, with repealed fanfares in theclimax, return-
ing in the end 10the original mournful theme.
The "Scherw" again continues on the mournful theme
prevalent in the first two sections. As in the ':-\dagio," the
theme is changed, but this time it becomes heavier, moodier,
as the listener realizes that Waguer is forever gone from the
world, with only his works remaining. The music slows 10
almost a funeral march's pace, filled with a sense of dread and
great loss. The music then moves to a more gentle theme, as
Wagner's soul is washed of sin, the melody becomes racing,
reaching, powerful. The harshness that was apparent before
returns, contrasting itself with the more pleasant themes,
achieving a particularly effective resolve.
The Symphony was effectively played for Ibis particular
arrangement; it seemed a tittle weak at times, especially when
single lines were played upon the piano, apparently replacing
a chorus ofviolins. Also, it seemed, 10my untrained ear, a bit
dull at times, with not enough dynamic range that would
apparently have been achieved by a fuU orchestra.
The goal of this concert was to play Bruckner for "people
who don't like Bruckner."ln essence, it accomplished that.
Itgave those with previously limited exposure to Bruckner a
look at another side of him, his more classical, traditional
roots.
Shootyz Groove hits the EI'N'Gee:
Young band opens in downtown New London
can be experienced by the general public with their five song to a band with such potential.~hoot~z Groove ~ open~ fot
BYMICHElLERONAYNE EP Respect. The EP is a live recording, and though it does not a numbet of bigger names \~c\uding The Might'"j. ~g\\t'j
Associate A& E Editor grab you as much as an actual live performance. it is very Bossrones. In fact one of their mos~ memorable expenences
ult'saBllddahfuldayintheneighborhood"andabeautifuJ good Whatever their style might be. rhere is something occurredWhcntheywerconwurWiththeB~. tal
______ . __ ----;;; intriguing aboutit "~e were pl~ying at this ~~e called th~. onzon
future for a relatively new "We are fun ... aggressive Boogie Bar and II was sold OUI. recalls Dose, There musr
bandcalledShootyzGroove. and heartfelt," said Dose in have been 800 people and the BOSSfOnesstarted playmg. All
This young band opened for describing the band's style. of the sudden the crowd g?"s down '.' the floor caved ~?It
Bad Brains recently at the "A band with a lot of heart," almost hit a gas line and hit a water hne. It was a mess.
E1'N'GeeindowntownNew added Donny. Like most bands, they too have aspUllbons'.:n'ey want to
London. They have an amaz- Donny and Dose have tour as much as possible and rock the world. I also would
ing style that combines rap, known each other since really like a nice van to tour in ... a two-lounge bus; they can
rock, and whatever else you childhood and the band it- be really nice," said Dose. .
can think of to create a self has been together for a Shootyz Groove are touring until March when they WIll
unique sound. year and a half. They have return home. They have a couple of spot dates WIth. the
Thehand includes rapping been inspired by everyone Bosstones in early March. They also have an album titled
duo Season and Sense, gui- fr "Slayer 10Tribe Called JIVE- Jammin In Vicious EnvIronmentsdue OUtIDJune.
tarist Donny, bassist Spec Q~~st; anything but coun- !fyou getachance 10h~them li.~e,take iUt woul~ be well
and drummer Dose. They try." said Dose. worth your while. Also listen to Buddabful Day, a song
are a friendly bunch with Their name has an unusual with a funky beat It is on their EPRespect and IS a SOCIal
relatively simple goals, and Phao co,",lesy 0 'D,,<I O3M8' origin. Itseems that Shootyz commentary on the legalization of ~Juana. .
according to the drummer Shootyz Groove (rom left to right: Donny, Season, Sense, J>os.e, Spec is an actual person. Just who Shootyz Groov~ is well worth a lISten because of therr
Dose, they perform because I 'This I . .d t'n is Shootyz? "A friend of ours who drives a bread truck," said inlriguing style whIch may be the wave of the fuwre. Lookfor
they "love to play mUSIcfor peop e.. ove ISeVI enrnlh Do The~ friend must be happy 10have his name attached their album in June and you will be glad you did.
their very loud and highly energenc live performance, w c se.
Carter USM delivers food for your ears with new album
frre/Bono ain't the new mes-
is unsettIingly intense. "Sui- siah/Michaellackson is a liar."
cide Isn't Painless" discusses On the lighter side, Carter
suicide in an unusual vein. In- USMisnarnedafterFruitbat's
stead of glorifying or present- surname and his apparently
ing itas something from which proven sexual prowess.
one can be lovingly rescued (go Fruitbat was so named in
listen to some recent REM) , for school, a nickname which
in the world of Carter USM, called auention fO his large
"Suicide isn't painless!it hurts ears and shortsightedness.
like Hell/It's set aside for the Carter USM lOured the States
famous!a tittle suicide seUs." in 1991withEMFandreceived
"Lenny and Terence" pokes such a positive response that
fun at rock star self-idolatry (I they returned to tour for them-
_fO~a~.~ ••
they arereferringfO ...buton the Pick up Post Historic Mon-
slight chance it IS NOT Lenny SIers-you cannot miss it (the
Kravitz and Terence Trent white album with the large di-
D' Arby, Iwillnotsayanything). )
., U • F kin PltolocWTluyo/Kt.villWemnbwg nosauron the cover .
Sunilarly, co~mecial uc g Car". USM from lelt to right: Jim Boh, Fruithat If you have to learn of the
~wcldeP~1 '~~~':~~~hoIS of the modern era, so twistedillsandpoliticalpitfa1IsoflOday'ssociety,dosoWlth
"~::~;~oure h~'S desirefThrow your Gameboys on the Carter USM, and have a little music with your madness.
BY CARIJ SCHULTZ
A & E Editor
Carter the Unstoppable Sex Machine rellJrnSto Ibe music
scene with Post Historic Monsters, a new collection of angst,
SWearingand a bleak outlook on the world around us lOday.
Sound depressing? Maybe. But with Carter USM, all the
horror and corruption turn into a political and personal forum
that you want to experience. A duo from South London, JIm
Bob and Fruitb. originally formed Carter USM at the close
af the 80s as a defiant response to what they found fObe a
decade of monutonous music. Their intent was to create and
maintain a haven for a post-punk revolution. .
The music iLself is a blend of several decades, WIth the
thrashing guitars reminicent of the rock n' roll of the.fifties,
added 10 a digital pre-recorded beat, thereby bnngmg the
technology of the eighties infO the fray. On top of thIS, of
course, are the lyrics, which are amusing, yet somewhat
alarming, paintings of the dark corners of today's socIety
where the freaks huddle together.
"A Bachelor for Baden Powell" offers a look at the life of
a young cub scout, and an older man whuse interest in the boy
-
-
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1M Update:
Goldman's Squad, Widphilips remain
undefeated in Floor Hockey action
Pete Everett's last second heroics keeps French Lick ahead of the hoops pack
while teammate Joel Kress dished Burroughs 7()...6g to remain the
outthreeassisrs. Barras had thesole league'sonly undefeated tearnat7-
goal for Bobbill. O. Pete Evereu's leaoer in the Iaoe
Monistat-7managedtolosemost with no time left was the deciding
of their scoring power by the end of shot Jeff Gass was the high scorer
the week, however, as the squad for the winners with 21 points, while
dropped its second contest to Triple- teammates Geoff Goodman and
X 7-2. Tim Damon led the way for Derek McNeil each scored in double
Triple-X with a hat trick and an figureswithlenpointsandl2points
assist, while teammates Ben Tyrell, respectively.
John Milelo and Alex Katz each The Burroughs' Mike Kelly was
had a goal on the night. Pita thegameshigh scorerwith 26 points,
ChickeringandJohnAlegrantieach 15 of which came in the second
had a goal for the losers. half. Sean Hanlon and Jess
The inconsistent Dawgs were big Gableman each netted 14points for
winners over the Mighty Water the losers.
Fowl by a score ofl()"'{). Jon Hanes The Doormats improved their
tallied for six goals and dished out record to 6-1 this week as they
three assists, while teammate Jesse easilydefealedDon'tFakeTheFunk
Perkins added a hat trick and five 65-51. Bamaby Hall scored 16 of
assists to the Dawgs' winning ef- his 22 points in the second half to
fort. lead his team to victory, while team-
In the week's only other game, mate Pete Maletis contributed 15
Big Sticks easily defeated the points. The Funk's Winston Miller
Branford Bruins 10-2. Rich Curran was the games high scorer with 26
was the leading scorer for Big Sticks points.·
with five goals and three assists, The Blunts were forfeit winners
while teammate Luke Murphy over the Alurnniin the week's only
added a goal and handed out five other game.
assists. Todd Maquire was respon- NextWeek: Update on Women's
sible for both Bruins' goals. hoop action.
In Ibis week's A-league hoop
action, French Lick manage to
squeak by the Mark Lucey-Ie ..
PRIN BREAK ff
Tours To Cencun, Souttv Padre
Island, Bahamas. UNBEA TABLE
PRICES!! Staff on location, Par-
ties, Club Discounts, etc, Call
Tours unlimited: 1-800-734-4800.
After another week of Men's
Floor Hockey action, both
Goldman's Squad (8-0) and
WidpIIiIips (7-0) remain undefeated
and unchallenged.
Goldman's Squad opened their
week with an easy victory over
Shave Your As" 12-1. Brian Hill
tallied five goals and an assist, while
teammate Andrew Goldman added
a hat trick and five assists. Yutaka
Sana had the sole goal for the los-
ers.
Goldman's made it 2-0 on the
week as they sunk the Mighty Wa-
ter Fowl 15-3. John Clark and Pete
Marston each had five goals on the
night, while teammale Goldman
dishedoulnine assists. Dan Towvim
tallied a hal trick for the Mighty
WalerFowl.
In their only game of the week,
Widphilips slipped by BobbitI8-7.
Widphilips' Ray Flynn had six goals
on the night, while teammate Sal
Sigleski dished oul four assists. Jer-
emy Barras led the way for Bobbitt
with four goals and two assists and
teammates Jon Rudnie, Jeff Barber
and Joe 'Towle eacb netted a goal.
In olber floor boc\<e'j action this
wee\<. Monislat-1 easi\'j defeated
Bobbi\6--I. Mike iauber bad {our
goals on lIle nigbt for Monistal-7,
Sports Shorts • ••
Swimming:
freshman Meagan Bise. Games
against Boston University and
UConn were cancelled this week,
bUI the learn hopes to reschedule
the UConn game. The squad's
record is now 4--6.
The women' s swimming team
placed 18th at the Division illNew
England Championships this past
weekend. The meet was won by
Williams, the perennial champion.
FreshmanTammyBrantwasConn's
lOPfinisher, placing 15th in the 100
meter backstroke in 1:03.94. Fresh-
man Kristine Kunkel finished 19th
in the 1650 free-style and seta school
record with her time of 19:09.29 in
the 1000 meters. Freshman Jen
Cames placed 19th in the 200 meter
free-style. The 800 meter free-style
relay team placed II th and the 400
meter relay team fmished 12th.
r
Men's Squash:
The team was at Yale this week-
end for the National Intercollegiate
Squash Championships. The team,
finished third in the "D" Division,
placing them number 26 in the na-
tion. The team downed theAir Force
Acacdemy 9-0 before falling to
eventual division champions Army
5-4. Senior co-captains Ramsay
Vehslage and Andrew Bogle, along
with Chris Davis and Josh Charlton
posted the Conn victories. The team
rebouded by trouncing Fordham
Univsity by a score of 9-0.
Women's Ice Hockey:
The women's ice hockey team
fell to Amherst yesterday in Dayton
Arena 6--3. Goals were scored by
junior Jillian Langord (two) and
.Tbis information wBScompiled
)ly the intramural office.
( Premieres Marcil 5tll
CONNECTICUT
§IF'lJRJIN rr;; IBllJRIK&lK
• 6~M) •
" 1M
~.(
:\.
•,.
JAMAICA from $439
CANCUN 'rom $439
DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY
'rom 5129
~
1'" . .
~'RAVEL
SIRYlCU
120 North Aurora SI.,lfttQca. NY 148S0
1-800-648-4849
Cancun, Bahamas, .Iamaica,
Florida & Padre! 110%
Lowest Price Guarantcc ' Or-
ganize 15 friends anr! vour
trip is FREE! 0
TAKE A BRE,I"
STUDENT Til" VEL
(XOO) :12X-72X.1.
:.
"0·'
Campus Interviews
March 4, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLOE offers:
12-18 mon~h p~id !raining program
Potential Six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus mterview on March 4, 1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:
1 800 937-0606
From the animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander
Tim Curry, Nancy T;avis
and Dweezil Zappa.
With music
by Frank Zappa.or send resume to:
OlOE Discount Stockbrokers
.\iational Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
DetrOit, MI 48226 §USA®
NEfWORK
Saturclavs 10:30PM/9:30 Central
~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Schmoozing with Josh and the Donut:
Schmoozing praises arsonist for sparing bar
quitedisheanened Weenjoyed the
five fire trucks and the potential
for mass destruction at Conn. At
the same time, the most important
events-center in Cro, the campus
After the Rescue 911 crew bar, was thankfully spared from
showed up at The CoUege Center at disaster. However, we were sad-
Crozier Williams, Schmoozing was dened that certain other buildingsr--------------------,
I C"MEl IIOCKEY
#
BY JOSH LEVINE
AND
TEnDY HE!Nrz
The College Voice
-- -
t';.~M~~-
"
L ~ ~
on campus were not torched Here
isa list of campus structures that we
wish would bum to the ground.
(I)CharlesE. Shain Library: This
building is included so that the Do-
nut will not have to use their facili-
ties for the second time aUyear. His
first experience was quite traumatic.
(2) Admissions Office: Besides
from being a general eyesore, the
destruction of this architectural
nightmare would prevent anymore
non-drinking weasels from matricu-
lating in this dump.
(3) The Plex: No explanation nec-
essary.
(4) Lazarus: DiUO.
(5) The Campus Safety Hut The
loss of this 'caddyshack' might
break the hearts of Doug Bames and
Mark Babcock. They could easily
find new jobs at the Golden Gate
Tavern.
Instead of describing what to de-
stroy at Conn, Schmoozing would
like to offer a creative suggestion
Barron qualifies for National Championships
the indoor meet.
Head coach William Wuyke was
thrilled with Barron's success.
"There were a lot of guys from
Division I and Division IIschools
like Boston Collge, UConn and
UMass thatDave beat," Wuyke said.
Next, Barron competes in the
NCAA meet at the University of
Wisconsin, Osh Kosh March 11
and 12 and is preparing himself
withalittlerestandrelaxation. ''I'm
taking a break for a while," Barron
said. "I've been throwing every day
for about a month now."
Ed Faison, ajunior transfer from
Dickinson, just missed qualifying
for that same meet. He placed 12th
in the 400 meters in a time of 50.9
seconds; the too eight qualify.
BY SEAN fuNLON
Sports Editor
Dave Barron continued his as-
saulton New England's best weight-
throwersandEd Faison nearly quali-
fied for the NCAA indoor track
meet in the 400 meters this past
weekend at the All-Division New
England Chanipionships held at
Boston University.
Barron, Conn's senior co-captain,
hurled the 35 pound w~ight59 feet,
6 3/4 inches, finishing second and
breaking both the personal and
school records he set last week at
the Division 1II New England
Championships.
It was the first time a Conn ath-
lete has placed as high as second at
PARALEGAL STUDIES
FOR COLLEGE GRADS
Four Months to One of America's Fastest-Growing Careers
After gr~duation, you can begin a paralegal career ,In just lour ~onths of daytime
study at Fairleigh Dickinson University, New Jersey s largest private UniversIty.
• Program approved by the American
Bar Association
• Nine-month evening program also available
• Choose either General Practice or Litigation
Management
• Two convenient FDU New Jersey campus
locations - Teaneck-Hackensack and
For more information,Florham-Madison hcomplete and return t e
• Employment asststance coupon below or call
• StaffordStudentLoansavailable 201-593-8990
-~-~~:~~~~:~~~~~~---------------------
MEET WITH AN FDU
REPRESENT A TlVf
Thursday. March 3
9 a.m. to 1p.m.
Call the College Placement
Office for an appointment
CLIP AND MAIL TO: .... . - 285 Madison Ave., Madison, NJ 07940
Paralegal Studies Program, Fairleigh Dickinson llnf'lfrslty,
Name ~---_------
Address ~ -::- -=::::~
c State-- Zip --- FDUIty _
College Yr. of Graduation _
Phone (Day) ~ . __ (Evening) .- _. ---
Offered III cooperatJon With Nal/r.r,,1JCenter for Paralegal rrammg
FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY -
W (iyke said that a slow stan was all
that held him back, but the expert-
ence of competing in a meet like tHe
championships outweighs where he
placed. "lthinkEd has improved so
much," Wuyke said. "If he keeps
on improving during outdoor, with
the experience of this meet, he'll be
a much better runner."
Wuyke is already looking for-
ward to outdoor competition and he
expects Faison to be a big part of
the team'S success. Faison heads
Wuyke's 400 meter relay "Dream
Team" that includes senior Gustavo
Correa, who runs consistently un-
der 50 seconds on an outdoor track,
but has been nursing an injury this
winter.
The squad will be going to Ven-
ezuela, Wuyke's home country, for
spring break. "[The runners] think
they will have a good time down
there,"thecoach quipped. "But they
will train very, very hard."
GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN $50-$250
for YOURSELF
W
up to 1m fpc yOyr dub!
nus fundn.is,er cuts nolh.iO&
LOd wu one wuk..
C&ll DOW and receive
lbupt\.
J'-f3U!lI Est. ss,
Earn $500 - $1000
weekly stuffing
envelopes.
Fur Ikl"il, ~R lISH $1.00
\\ ifh SASE In:
CROUP rtvr;
:'7 (; !'Ct'1l1 rcc Dr ive.
~"ile 307
1)000cr. DE 19901
Rick. StrallONAssociate. Photo Editor
Senior captin Marnie Sbcr gets some air on this shot in the lane.
Women's hoops vies for
open spot in tournament.
Conn's post-season asprrauons,
Their future is dependent on how
many ECAC-eligible teams opt to
play inthe NCAA tournament. Right
now as many as five teams could
go, which means Conn might be
vying for an open spot.
Gailor knows her team did not
want to have to back in to the tour-
nament "This one hurt for sure:'
she said. "But the bright spot you
can see, especially when it could be
your last game of the season, is the
nucleusofBem Macca, Jess Aguiar
and Curran who areplaying so well
together and already looking ahead
to the post-season and next year."
for the week. Perhaps the most
misused facility on campus is
Hillyer Hall. Ifyou are not familiar
with the location of this building,
you do not deserve to be a student
here. The first alternative would be
a rugby clubhouse. Full locker
rooms. a lounge for social events
equipped with kegulators, and a
banquethallare within therealrn of
possibility. The other alternative
might be the rust permanent night-
club at Conn. Weenvisionaspons
theme with Conn memorabilia on
the waUs (perhaps Bob Barret's
jockstrap) and an electric bull in
the comer. Just throw a little saw-
dust on the floor and maybe the
social life at this school might im-
prove. Perhaps the most politi-
cally incorrect suggestion, given
to us by Jon Finnimore (the pub-
lisher of this rag), would the cre-
ation of a brothel. Providing legal-
ized prostitution for both men and
women, Madam Matt Hamre and
his most prized worker MikeWeed,
would give service for all. Part of
the funds could go towards Friend
Weiler's favorite charity,
NAMBLA.
Here is a schmoozing compila-
COnJinlM!dfromp.16
"The beginning of the second half
was the best ball we've played aU
year," Gailor said. "I think we hit
our first five or six shots."The only
problem was defending Tufts, es-
pecially Strobel. The two teams
traded baskets until the fivemmute
mark when the Jumbos' press and
67 percent second half shooting,
and the Camels' 25 turnovers en-
abled Tufts to pull away.
"It was really a run and gun
game," Gailor said. "It's a credit to
our team with the job they did re-
sponding to the tempo."
The loss may have crippled
tionofpathetic things thathappened
recently in sports: Tonya Harding
breaking a lace and sobbing like the
trash, punk cow that she is ... The
Bu1Ielssigning Manute BoI and now
having two players over 7'6" sit-
ting on the bench ... The Sixers
geUing a washed-up loser in Jeff
Malone for the most underrated
shooting guard in the NBA, Jeff
Hornacek ... USA hockey playing
for seventh place and losing ...
Michael Jordan in a basebaU uni-
form? (You might as well throw
Chad Marlow out there) ... Pool
Hand Lnke's 1M floor hockey team
winning with 4 players and no goalie
... Gary Bettman's attempt to in-
clude NHL players in the 1998
Olympics and disrupt the whole
season ... John Calipari and John
Chaney hugging after trying to kill
each the week before; Temple los-
ing by one point twice to ·UMASS
on a shot by the same player.
SPORTS MOVIE TRIVIA
QUESTION
What was Hulk Hogan's name in
Rocky 1lI?
The winner gets the first appoint-
ment at the brothel in Hillyer Hall.
.....
-
-
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, b k tb II ps Up season with 6-18 recordMen s as e a wra , ason' future looks bright for young squad
Sampogna and Satran share record for three pomters on the se .' . bamlge.1n a the game and ended up winning 93-84. ~-
. . T Sattan Before with a=ooI-seIlllI8 three POIDt spite The Camels' remarkable three-point
longed 10 sauor capwn~ with a cer- span of a couple minutes. Tom Sampogna. outburst, they were unable 10 come up with
the game Sattan .was his family Sattan and Jason Bel1S all hit three POIDtshotS the victory. The difference in the game was
emooy CorboIb bini and . that while Albertus Magnus shot 31 Cor40
from the free throw line, Corm only went to
the charity stripe 12 times and converted only
six.
Despite coming away with another loss,
Satran ended his career WIth a remarkable
perConnance. Satran, one of the hardest work-
ers on the team Corseveral years, finished the
night with a team leading 22 points.
Even more impressive was that Satran was
able to convert on six of eight three pointers.
Tom Sampogna finished the game with 20
points.
On Friday night the Camels traveled to
Tufts for their last game of the season. Conn
took this one on the chin, 90-78, against an
excellent Jumbos squad. Betts scored a sea-
son high 25 points and Wright complimented
him with 20.
The Camels' 1993-1994 campaign ended
at 6-18 but the record is hardly an accurate
measure of how good the squad is. Satran was
the only senior on an incredibly young and
improving team.
Sophomores Betts, Malt Kelly and Wright
both picked their games up a notch and
Sampogna gave first year head coach Glen
Miller a plausible outside shooter for another
two years. As the team matures, look for
some excitement in the Luce Field House the
next few years.
IIY ED MJmENOOlf
JUJoci<U SporlJ EdiUN
The mcD'S bas""",1! leaJJl wrapped up its
Sean FiMffhe College Voice
Glen Miner finishes up his first season as bead coach of the men's basketball team.
topull Conn back into the game. By half-time
Conn led 45-42, and by the end of the game
Conn had nailed a school single-game record
14 three-pointers.
The second half belonged to Albertus
Magnus and Terrence LotI, who finished the
game with 29 points. They seized control of
flllll1week of the seasoo by downing Western
New England and fa1ling to A1bertuS Magnus
and Tufts 10 finish the season with a record of
6-18. hom
Senior capcain Tom Satran and sop ore
transfer Tom Sampogna each finished the
season with48 three pointers, smashing Mike
PineIla's 1991 school record of 42 threes.
The Camels shot 65 percent from the floor
in the first half and Sampogna broke the
record first by hilling his numbers 43 and 44
of the season as the squad tallied its second
road victory of the year, 8~O over Western
New England. .
Conn played a solidall around game against
WNEC. The team led 43-34 at half-time
behind its blistering shooting. The Camels.
continued to play well in the second half,
again shooting extremely well from the field.
In fact they finished the game shooting 2? for
46. Conn was led by Sampogna' s 22 pomts,
while Andre Wright continued his impres-
sive sophomore campaign shooting a perfect
eight for eight from the field for 20 P"O?ts.
Jason Betts chipped in with 15points and five
rebounds.
_ Conn concluded its home schedule with a
Wednesday night tilt with Albertus Magnus.
Earlier in the season Albertus Magnus de-
featedConn 75-68 in the Liberty Bank Clas-
sic. This remaICh and fmal home game be-
The game began with both teams trading
baskets, and about six minutes mto the half
the score was tied at 18 a piece. Albertus
Magnus owned the next couple of mi~utes
and sttetehed its lead to ten by the ten mmute
mark.
Suddenly, Conn began cutting the lead
10-13~1record
Men's bockey team
finishes season with
BY SEANliANLoN
Sports Editor
The men's hockey learn fmished its season on an up note
with a win and a tie in bac)c-to-back games this past week. The
Camels battled Amherst to a 3-3 tie on Friday night before
downing North Adams State 4-2 on Saturday afternoon.
David Kessler's powecplay goal with just over a minute
remaining sent Conn into overtime with Amherst and sal-
vaged a three goallet-down that had putlhe Lord Jeffs on top.
Kessler and Billy Wilcox each scored a first period goal to put
the Blue and White up 2-0 before Amherst caught Conn in a
lull and nened three goals in the second period.
Head hockey coach Doug Roberts said that the visitor's
defensive style of play nearly did in the Camels. "We out-shot
them by 20 shots," he said. "But that's how they play. They
like to guard the barn door and then every once in a while
break out on a 2-1 and pop one in. It kept US off balance."
The Camels found North Adams' style to their liking and
parlayed solid nelmioding and a balanced offensive attack
into a 4-2 win. Wilcox, who assisted on three goals, com-
bined wilb Rusty Stone and Kessler for first period goals as
Coon sprinted out of the gate and never looked back. Skip
Miller added an insurance goal in the third period and Tom
DiNanno turned aside 24 shots in DeL
The Camels finished the year at 10-13-1 and, though the
record is identical to last year's, Roberts feels the team made
some progress. "We played more [ECAC) East-West games
this year," he said. "So we had a tougher schedule with the
same results.
"We've also done bettec than some of the newer teams in
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Auila Kosa was a senior captain for this year's team.
the league," Roberts said, referring to the move that several
NESCAC hockey teams made from the less competitive
North-Sotlth league to their present league. "Playing with a
lot of freshman, it's a roller-coaster ride. You get to the point
when you lose a few games in arow and everyone's fighting
the puck. But I think we pulled it together and caught fire in
late January.
"Everyone was pretty loose. We really carne together as a
team and the freshmen were competing hard, especially at
the end of the season."
As the freshmen mature and new recruits begin to commit
to Conn, Roberts is more and more looking forward to next
season. "Recruiting has been a positive sign," he said.
"We're only losing three players [to graduation) and the
quality in numbers of recruits has come up in the last three
or four years."
Women's basketball
team anxiously awaits
word from tournament
selection committee
BYKATE WnsON
The College Voice
The women's basketball team kept itself on the bubble in
terms of making the ECAC tournament by splitting the week.
The Camels beat visiting Elms College 7 I-52 and fell to Tufts
90-74.
Needing a win to persuade the ECAC voters to rank Conn
(16-7) as one of the top eight teams in New England, the
Camels throttled Elms on Wednesday. Conn posted four
people in double figures and nine of eleven players scored.
CJ. Stuart (16 points), Mamie Sher (14 points), Tara Sorenson
(12 points) and Dana Curran (ten points) all contributed to the
balanced attack. The Camels shot 59 percent in the second
half and outtebounded Elms (12-12) 63-31 while holding
their opponent to 16 percent shooting.
Stuart was the focus of attention when she broke the
school's single-season scoring record. Her 16 points in the
game, combined with her 21 against Tufts, left her with 498
on the season, breaking Liz Lynch's previous record of 469
points.
The squad tried to carry its momenttun to Medford, Massa-
chusetts on Friday night as the Camels traveled to Tufts for
their last game of the season. The 11-12 Jumbos came ready
to play, pressing and running their way to 90 points. Senior
Ellie Strobel used her size and quickness to tally 49 points
against the smaller Camels.
Tufts came out of the gate ftring, quickly raking a 10-1 lead.
But Conn rallied back and cut the deficit to four by the half.
After the break, head coach Kathy Gailor's squad played five
minutes of perfect offensive basketball.
See Womeo's, p.IS
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This week's Athlete of the Week award goes to seniorC.J. STUART, co-captain of the Connecticut College women's basketball team. C.l. broke ,.,.",.,,:,:,,'.:,.'.,'.1
the school record for most points in a single season, finishing the regular season with 498 points, smashing the old team record of 469 points. '.,
~~~
